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1. introduction

Colin Crouch
In 1966 the University of California at 
Berkeley was brought to  a virtual stand
still by a large group of students p ro 
testing against restrictions on the free
dom of political discussion on the 
campus. The dispute smouldered for sev
eral m onths, w ith the issues involved 
becoming wider. The Free Speech M ove
m ent was born, the experiences of the 
civil rights movem ent was put to  new 
uses and developed new ways of th ink
ing, the concept of the university sit in 
began, academics began to w rite books 
on the significance of the student revolt, 
and the population of California took 
refuge by electing the far right film actor, 
R onald Reagan, governor of their state.

By M arch 1967 the slogans, techniques 
and ideologies tha t had developed at 
Berkeley, together with a few of the same 
students, could be found a t the London 
School of Economics and Political 
Science. Since October of the previous 
year the students there had been p ro 
testing against the appointm ent of D r 
W alter Adam s from  the University C ol
lege, Rhodesia, as director of the l s e , 
because they disapproved of w hat they 
considered had been his conduct in R ho
desia. The conflict finally flared up in the 
Lent term , when two student leaders 
were disciplined for holding a protest 
meeting tha t had been banned by the 
director. A  full scale sit in lasted ten 
days until the end of the term.

The following academic year these early 
ripples of student protest and direct 
action developed into a flood of different 
dem onstrations throughout the western 
world. F o r students to  be playing an 
active, even revolutionary, role in poli
tics was not a  new phenom enon, except 
perhaps in the u s a  and Britain. W hat 
was new was the nature of the criticism 
of existing organisations that developed 
in the course of the protests, and the fact 
that a com mon them e in m any of them 
was a dem and by the students fo r parti
cipation in the government of their own 
institutions, backed by a particular view 
of traditional political attitudes. Such a 
dem and had been in the background of 
the l s e  dispute, although the immediate 
causes of the outburst were somewhat

different. The first student sit ins in Bri
tain  after the l s e  affair, in December 
1967, were directly concerned with the 
dem and for student participation. These 
brief protests took place at the Regent 
Street Polytechnic and the H olborn Col
lege of Law and Commerce, both in Lon
don. In the following m onth students at 
Aston university in Birmingham, dis
rupted their institution in pursuit of simi
lar demands, and in February Leicester 
University was the scene of a  sit in last
ing several days following rejection by 
the university authorities o f very modest 
proposals of student representation m ade 
by the students’ union.

harassment of speakers
D uring the same m onth the first two 
examples occurred of w hat was to  be
come a new factor in the student protest 
— strong, possibly violent, dem onstrations 
against visiting speakers of whom groups 
of students disapproved. The first to 
suffer was an official o f the u s  embassy 
who was covered in red pain t following 
a speech on V ietnam  he m ade a t the 
University of Sussex. In a smaller inci
dent at Essex University, two Conserva
tive m p s , Enoch Powell and A ntony 
Buck, had difficulty in leaving the un i
versity after a meeting.

In M arch several similar events took 
place. The Secretary of State for Educa
tion and Science, Patrick G ordon W alker, 
was shouted down when trying to address 
a meeting at M anchester U n iversity ; 
students at O xford threatened to  duck 
James Callaghan in a p o n d ; and at C am 
bridge Denis Healey had difficulty in 
reaching a meeting.

M arch was also the m onth of the first 
violent encounter between dem onstrators 
and police outside the American embassy 
in G rosvenor Square. A lthough this was 
not entirely a student event, it fitted into 
the pattern  tha t wes being set by the new 
student left in m any places, a  pattern  of 
recourse to semi-violent action, not 
through irresponsible hooliganism, but 
because of a definite belief in the theor
etical and moral appropriateness of such



a course of action. It was part of the 
developing ideology of opposition to  in
stitutional politics and the use of trad i
tionally established channels w hich was 
growing up parallel to and related to  the 
dem and for student participation in the 
running of universities.

Student dem onstrations were becoming a 
m ain topic of news com ment and con
versation. A t the beginning of the sum 
m er term , usually a quiet one in student 
affairs because of examinations, there 
were new protests. A t Leeds University 
Patrick W all m p  and his wife were the 
subject of mobbing when he went there 
to  address a meeting, and a t Essex U ni
versity there was the most im portant of 
all such incidents when students p re
vented a scientist from  the G overnm ent’s 
germ w arfare research station at Porton 
from  giving a lecture. This was especi
ally significant, not merely because it led 
to wide public concern about the work 
going on at m ircrobiological institutions, 
but because the students at Essex were 
among the first to give coherent and ex
plicit exposition of the case that students 
had a right to  prevent from  speaking 
those persons whom they considered to 
represent immoral and inhum an views or 
institutions. It was a paradoxical develop
m ent of the Berkeley free speech m ove
ment.

A further aspect of particular im port
ance of the Essex affair was the reaction 
of the university authorities. The Vice- 
Chancellor. D r A lbert Sloman, sent down 
w ithout trial or defence and purely on 
his own authority, three students whom 
he had reason to  believe were most 
closely involved in the event. This de
cision brought the institution to its knees, 
with a full scale student sit in and a 
considerable am ount of criticism of D r 
Slom an’s decision from  members of the 
academic staff. Eventually the students 
were reinstated.

This dispute raised issues similar to those 
that had predom inated a t  the l s e —the 
question of the right of university 
authorities to  exercise disciplinary powers 
on questions that were not cases of 
“ naughty” students guilty of trivial o f

fences, but clashes of political approaches 
and ideology. This had occurred on a 
smaller scale in some of the other dis
putes, when university authorities had 
attem pted to  discipline students involved 
in political dem onstrations. This issue 
took its place alongside and in relation to 
the dem and for participation and the 
changing political perspective of stu
dents, as part of the m ain burden of the 
student cause.

events overseas
M ay 1968 was also the m onth of student 
events on a international scale, m any of 
which m ade the British protests seem 
very gentle and unim portant affairs. Sev
eral American universities had fo r some 
time experienced events similar to those 
of Berkeley. The m ain one was a t Colum 
bia, where a student protest against the 
university’s decision to  build student re 
creation facilities in open space valued 
by the negro “ghetto” com m unity eventu
ally led to  occupation of the adm inistra
tion buildings, the raiding by students of 
the offices of senior members of the 
university, and the expression of the total 
student ideology of direct action, partici
pation and rejection of the values of the 
surrounding society. O ther American 
universities experiencing sit ins included 
Stanford, N orth  W estern, and Ohio. In 
G erm any the Free University o f Berlin, 
established after the w ar as a showplace 
of a new G erm an liberalism, was v irtu
ally brought to  a standstill by recurrent 
student unrest. As the year progressed 
other G erm an universities were the 
scenes of large scale protests, culm inat
ing in May and June in wide resistance 
to  the emergency laws being approved 
by the Bonn Parliam ent.

Student protests also took place in Rom e 
(where massive and bitter confrontations 
took place between police and students), 
Geneva, Milan, Brussels and Vienna. 
Students in Belgrade managed to  enlist 
the support of the G overnm ent in their 
dem onstrations, and, under somewhat 
different social conditions than all the 
above, students were involved in p ro 
tests in M adrid, Brazil, Tokyo, Chile and
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Jakarta. But towering over all these 
were the vast events that took place in 
Paris during May. Starting with students 
at the Sorbonne and bloody clashes in 
the Paris streets with the fierce riot 
police, the Paris uprising eventually en
gulfed several other French universities 
and im portant industries. A t one stage 
the revolt seemed close to  destroying the 
F ifth  Republic, although in fact its result 
was a massive victory for G eneral de 
Gaulle. This uprising included m uch that 
had featured in previous smaller disputes 
in other countries: recourse to  civil dis
order as a legitimate political weapon, 
rejection of the prevailing system of re 
presentative government, demands for 
the dem ocratisation of the universities, 
and calls for “participation” by students 
and others in the control of events that 
affected their lives.

Meanwhile, on a m ore humble level, 
British students also m ade much of the 
month of May. Partly perhaps these 
events were influenced by the French 
d isturbances; there was, for example, an 
abortive sit in at the l s e  in solidarity 
with the French students. But most of 
the protests were home grown. A t O x
ford, where the university had already 
established a distinguished committee to 
study the question of student representa
tion, there was a successful attem pt at 
removing certain restrictions on the cir
culation of political leaflets by students. 
A t H ull University there was a sit in 
calling for reform s in the exam ination 
system and for student participation in 
the government of the university, while 
at the University of K ent at Canterbury 
there were, appropriately, quiet demands 
and polite threats from  the students, 
again on the issue of participation.

art co lleges
But during May, and in the weeks to 
come, the initiative was stolen from  the 
universities by art colleges. First, stu
dents at the Hornsey College of A rt 
started a sit in on the issues of autonom y 
and better facilities fo r their students’ 
union. But by the time the local educa
tion authority had conceded this dem and

some weeks later, the students had dis
pensed with it and were involved in a 
radical, energetic and fascinating ques
tioning of the whole basis of art educa
tion. They set up  their own system of 
teaching within the occupied college, 
attracted  the sympathy and support of 
several prom inent persons in the art edu
cation world, and were followed by sev
eral other colleges of a rt in early June. 
The art colleges at Croydon, Birmingham 
and G uildford were the scene of the 
m ost im portant student protests, the last 
m entioned lasting on into the summer 
vacation and leading to  the abrupt dis
missal of several sympathetic members 
of staff by the Surrey County Council. 
A lthough criticisms of curricula had been 
in the background of several university 
disputes, none had taken it so seriously 
and thoroughly as the art college stu
dents, who have now set up a M ovement 
for Rethinking A rt and Design Educa
tion ( m o r a d e ) .

June also saw a variety of student p ro 
tests in other institutions. A t the U niver
sity of Bradford there was conflict fo l
lowing the disciplining o f students in 
volved in disturbances at a meeting 
addressed by D uncan Sandys m p . There 
was a short sit in on the issue o f repre
sentation at Keele University, and a m ore 
serious affair a t Leeds following concern 
by students at the activities am ong them 
of the university’s security officer. D uring 
the exam ination period itself there were 
occasional instances of exam ination boy
cotts, and there was a distressing affair 
affecting students taking the University 
of London’s external degree in sociology 
when some exam ination papers were 
leaked before the exam ination took place 
and some students tried to  organise a 
protest against the need to  resit.

By the end of the academic year 1967-8 
student protests had m ade an im pact on 
the public life of the country. There were 
also signs of a new co-operation among 
dissident students at different institutions 
both in Britain and abroad. A  Revolu
tionary Socialist Students’ Federation 
had been form ed and had held its first 
conference at the l s e , being attended by 
prom inent student activists from  overseas
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conveniently invited to Britain by the 
b b c  for a television programme. The 
Tim es  had deemed the whole affair 
worthy of a special series, and the heavy 
Sundays and the weekend colour supple
ments had had a field day. The House of 
Lords felt moved to  hold a special de
bate, and the Com mittee of Vice-Chan- 
cellors held a meeting with leaders of 
the National Union of Students to  dis
cuss a program m e for academic reform  
tha t had been drawn up by the union, an 
esesntially “middle of the ro ad ” body.

It is against this background that the 
authors of this pam phlet write. Several 
issues of im portance have been raised 
by the new student protest movement, 
concerning both the future of the un i
versities and other academic institutions 
and the political philosophies and means 
of action of a new generation of radicals.

There is a need for a detailed discussion 
of the implications of all these develop
ments, both in the academic world itself 
and am ong those concerned about such 
problems.

aims of pamphlet
This pam phlet is intended as a  contribu
tion, or several contributions, towards 
this discussion. The authors are not in 
agreement among themselves on m any 
issues, and no attem pt has been made 
here to  reach that agreement. There is 
m ore emphasis on the detailed internal 
arguments about the future role of stu
dents within their institutions than on 
the wider implications. However, as most 
of the contributors point out, these argu
ments have to  be seen against the wider 
context.

A lthough the authors’ views differ, simi
lar themes appear in most of the essays. 
There is general acceptance tha t the un i
versities are now working in a very dif
ferent world from  tha t of previous years, 
and that the relationships between 
authorities, academics and students are 
in need of change. There is concern with 
the problem of participation and an a t
tem pt by the authors to  reach beyond

the slogans that can too easily predom 
inate in the debate and consider some 
of the real difficulties and wider im plica
tions that these ideas involve. There is 
concern with the ideas that are current 
among young people in higher education 
today and the meaning of these ideas for 
traditional assumptions.

It is in their approaches to these ques
tions that the authors differ from, even 
contradict, each other. This difference in 
itself reflects the present state of the de
bate. It is difficult to discern at the pre
sent time exactly what will result from  
the issues that have been raised by the 
politically conscious students, even on 
internal m atters. Several universities, in
cluding Oxford and Cambridge, are 
studying the question of student repre
sentation, but few have reached conclu
sions. The first college to begin the new 
movement, the l s e , has seen a staff, 
governor, student committee present a 
report, with a string of m inority docu
ments and notes o f dissent, which was 
then rejected by both academic staff and 
students. On the m ore political level, it 
is even m ore unclear w hat the student 
revolution will bring about. California 
made Ronald Reagan governor after the 
Berkeley affair. France gave General de 
Gaulle a bigger m ajority after the events 
of May than he had before it. In W est
ern Germ any, scene of m any m ajor stu
dent dem onstrations, the near Nazi N a
tional Dem ocratic Party has increased 
in strength. In England public reactions, 
like the student dem onstrations them 
selves, have been quieter, though one can 
reasonably assume hostility towards the 
students. The only dem ocratically respon
sible authorities affected so fa r Haringey 
London Borough Council and Surrey 
County Council have shown little sym
pathy towards their students.

But so far the wider political implications 
of the student revolt have not been im 
portant enough to  enable an assessment 
to  be made. It is mainly for this reason 
that these essays concentrate on the in 
ternal aspects of the question. But the 
wider issues may before long assert their 
significance and should therefore engage 
our attention.



2. aspects of student power
Dick Atkinson

Five stages can usefully be distinguished 
in the development of student protest in 
this country. The first of these stages has 
usually been initiated by a m inority of 
students. They have dem onstrated on 
particular issues: union autonom y, race, 
Vietnam, biochemical w arfare, and 
against particular individuals who sym
bolise reactionary positions: Patrick Wall, 
H arold Wilson, Enoch Powell, D r Inch, 
and Patrick G ordon Walker.

The second stage has been reached when 
the college adm inistration has taken dis
ciplinary or other repressive action 
against some of these protesting students. 
Before the spring of 1967, when the l s e  
students sat in for eight days, there were 
no subsequent developments to  such ac
tion. The students had always accepted, 
for a variety of reasons, the prevailing 
distribution of power and authority w ith
in the college.

The l s e  sit in m arked the first occasion 
on which the third stage of development 
was reached in this country. This stage 
is now frequently reached. Often with 
idealists, liberals, and otherwise uncom 
m itted students to the fore, the right of 
the adm inistration to  take decisions 
affecting the lives of students has been 
directly challenged. The ability to  dis
rupt the day to day functioning of the 
college by the sit in technique has, in 
the last two years, produced m any d ra
matic and successful results. But develop
ment can rest at this stage with students 
winning or losing on specific issues. They 
may even, with the assistance of sym
pathetic staff and adm inistrators, gain 
limited representation on disciplinary 
boards as well as on the most central 
decision taking bodies.

The fourth stage is only reached when 
students extend their particular criticism 
of isolated, repressive acts and such 
m inor technological reform s as repre
sentation to a general criticism of their 
learning or work situation, and back up 
the demands which flow from  such critic
ism with further dem onstrations, sit ins, 
and the creation of free universities. This 
stage can be reached, as the art colleges 
at Hornsey and G uildford illustrated,

without passing through the first three 
stages. The same now applies to  the fifth 
and final stage. Students expose the in 
stitutions of higher education, then the 
schools to rigorous criticism and alterna
tives are raised which dem and mass in
volvement, participation and the m axi
misation of control by the individual 
over his life situation. A t this point these 
criticisms and demands are adapted and 
applied to  other disenfranchised and ex
ploited groups in society. The protest and 
criticism is taken to  a national and in
ternational level.

The more vulgar and conservative M arx
ists, student and non-student alike, select 
only the “working class” as such a group, 
and represent the students as m ere ca ta
lysts to the traditional agency of change. 
Others recognise that not only particular 
groups of m anual workers, but also 
many others, w ork in situations over 
which they have no control. These groups 
tend, however, to  feel grievances only in 
individual ways. All such groups are 
potentially capable of radical action if 
only they can discover, or be shown, 
perhaps by the popularised success of 
student militancy, tha t they too could 
expropriate the power of the au thori
tarian few who dictate the shape of their 
lives.

There is here the germ of a new ap
proach to social criticism and political 
activism. It is m ore potent than the ou t
dated conservative theories of the old 
left. And, im portantly, it is applicable 
to those changes in complex technologi
cal society which even m ake the bureau
crat or educator or Latin American 
priest a cog in an embracing, if m ateri
ally affluent, machine. This is a crucial 
development in analysis, for it excites 
and involves in m ilitant activity the 
growing num ber of people who are 
“turned off” by the old M arxist ap 
proach, yet who deeply resent their own 
isolation and who sincerely wish to swell 
the ranks of the radical left. There is a 
vast potential for growth in the extra- 
parliam entary left.

This article will be concerned with only 
two themes. Firstly, it is im portant to
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show the extent to  which the students’ 
argum ents fo r radical change in their 
own places of work are supported by 
the m ost advanced educational research. 
Secondly, we m ust illustrate the connec
tions between, and influences of, educa
tional situations, politics and industry. A t 
this stage the possibility fo r a new and 
flexible criticism of the shape and direc
tion of society can be discerned most 
clearly.

Students are increasingly coming to  see 
education as a genuine two way process. 
They seek to break down artificial bar
riers between student and teacher, to  de
m and a control over the direction, o r
ganisation and content o f their learning 
situation. They see themselves as partners 
with the staff in the learning process 
rather than as passive recipients of 
“handed down” knowledge, which they 
are not fit to  question. This growing con
cern fo r a control over their academic 
situation by students should also be seen 
against the background of a growing 
th reat to  academic liberties from  the 
G overnm ent and industry. But, first, it is 
necessary to examine in closer detail the 
arguments for student participation.

If  the structure round scholarship re
mains rigid and authoritarian it encour
ages the student to learn in the trad i
tional way, as he was accustomed to  do 
at school, where he memorised but did 
not discover. His interest was never en
gaged. And, at exam time, the bored 
teacher repetitively m arked the same an 
swer to  the same question ; it was the 
answer the teacher himself had taught. 
The student now recognises tha t a simi
lar situation exists a t colleges as at 
schools. A t college the m ethod and 
theory, the practice of doing and dis
covering a subject, rem ain set structures 
to  be learned and taught in lecture or 
tutorial, structures through which only 
the accepted and the ordinary has a 
place. The student fears tha t his mind 
becomes prem aturely closed while he 
came to  the college with vague hopes 
tha t college would, somehow, be differ
ent. His interest, w hat little is left after 
the schools, have finished with him , re
coils from  this final onslaught. But p re

viously he felt im potent to  question the 
nature of w hat is being done to  him (see 
Breaking the chains o f  reason, A . M ac
Intyre, Out o f  apathy .) Now, in collec
tive action, he sees the possibility of 
changing things by specifying analysis 
and the threat o f direct action or the 
creation of separate, free, universities.

These consequences must apply equally 
to staff who teach and research within 
this setting, where com petition to  publish 
is harsh, where the student is too often 
an “undesired encum brance” and the col
lege adm inistration is a “rival” (T. Cap- 
Jow and R. McGee, The academic m ar
ket place). His ability to teach or stim u
late vanishes, as does his concern with 
genuine research. The whole process 
which involves teacher and taught be
comes a closed circle from  which there 
is no escape. But the staff do not act. 
Students would like to enlist their sup
port, pointing to  the “real” source of the 
lim itations on the freedom, which is the 
Government, industry, college adminis
tration and the modes of teaching, not, 
as too m any staff seem to believe, the 
students.

An im portant p art of this closed circle 
is the hierarchical system of status rela
tions which exist within the staff as well 
as the sharp distinction drawn between 
them and the student. All these divisions 
act as barriers to  com munication which 
may be crossed only in certain specified 
ways. A uthority  tends to move only 
downwards, deference to  move upwards. 
This subtly inhibits the process of free 
enquiry. Sometimes, when the staff m em 
ber is dismissed or told he will lose his 
prom otion chances, if he continues to  
teach or act in a certain way, the au th 
ority is not even subtle. Timidity, re 
straint, reverence are encouraged. Bold
ness and unorthodoxy are vital. It is only 
where ideas and action, unchecked by a 
restraining hierarchical organisation, are 
positively encouraged, that real learning 
can take place. Students wish to  abolish 
the distinctions of status and authority  in 
colleges to  this end.

Intellectual “ leadership” is strongly 
argued by some staff as vital for “true”
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learning. But the “good ” teacher is one 
who most quickly ceases to  “teach” , 
where his student rapidly becomes inde
pendent, becomes able to research, ques
tion, and construct on his own. This is 
the intent of teaching m ethods now being 
increasingly adopted in state schools. It 
should be the purpose of university staff 
to achieve this position as soon as pos
sible— by the end of the students’ first 
year when the school which the student 
typically came from  had failed in this 
task, from  the first m onth where the 
school had not failed. But as the schools 
which service the colleges have usually 
not adopted these new m ethods, the staff 
at college have the added task, which 
they do not typically recognise, of induc
ing the student to unlearn w hat he has 
memorised at school.

If the students share control over courses, 
syllabus and overall academic policy, 
they feel this will also counter, to  some 
extent, the constraints under which they 
suffered in the school system. It will en
courage an interest which a t the mom ent 
is caught only by chance, yet to  be re 
moved, once again, by the com petition 
and narrowness of final exams. To parti
cipate the student is forced on to  his 
own resources, to  discover, to question 
the dom inant values of the university and 
of his previous schooling. Only then can 
he acquire a  responsible, creative attitude 
to  scholarship and social action.

The situation, then, m ore than the indiv
idual staff, creates the atm osphere for an 
interest in learning. But such a situation 
has to be consciously created.

examinations
it is also Insisted that-  examinations 
should come under question, and that 
they should be abolished if it is found 
that they limit learning and teaching. 
They shape too closely the often contra
dictory and dull content of courses and 
the style o f teaching as well as learning. 
They are the means, at the moment, of 
grading students so as to  be most effi
ciently allocated to certain sectors of 
society.

It is difficult to see why schools should 
be asked, in their final year, to  conduct 
the exams by which the selection and 
grading takes place which determines 
tha t section of the divisive binary system 
of British education, if any, the school 
pupil is m ost “fitted” to enter. A  child 
even before the age of thirteen, by being 
forced into certain specialities, has had 
his choice of sixth form  subjects and 
therefore his college subject and his a tti
tudes to that subject determined fo r him 
(A. Dawe, Class education and the 
Labour Party, Views N o . 5). But col
leges tend to  reinforce the approach ac
quired at school. They could, on the 
contrary, pu t pressure on the schools to 
abolish exams and grading.

decision making
Recently students have come to de
m and not only that all staff should be 
represented on departm ental committees 
which decide academic policy fo r the de
partm ent, but th a t students should be 
represented with staff, and in equal num 
bers, and with equal decision rights, at 
the centre of college decision making.

It follows from  this kind of idea tha t staff 
com mon rooms, which students are not 
perm itted to  enter, should be open to 
all members of the college. Sussex U ni
versity has integrated its senior common 
room  by opening it to  all staff and 
students. This invasion o f the separate 
staff culture can only have, in the long 
run, an enlivening and radical conse
quence. Even a discussion of “flower 
power is better than one of “mortgages 
and m otor cars”.

A nother step which is increasingly being 
argued is to  include students, and junior 
staff, in staff appointments. Departm ents 
invariably develop one sided interests in 
their subject and its relations to  other 
fields as a partial consequence of the 
hierarchical form  of departm ental organ
isation. A t the m om ent staff are ap 
pointed with these accepted assumptions 
very m uch in mind. The consequence for 
the student is that large areas of his 
subject and its relations with other dis
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ciplines are not easily accessible to him. 
Given the constraints of the exam system 
he has no time, and a diminishing initi
ative, to  research into and question areas 
that are not taught, o r are not on 
the syllabus. In the end it becomes pos
sible to  classify graduates in term s of 
their departm ent and university as soon 
as they open their mouths.

Include students in staff appointments 
and these tendencies are countered. There 
should be nothing sacred or secret about 
this area of university tradition. Restric
tions on “academic freedom ” lie in many, 
and often unseen, areas of university 
organisation.

But w hat about this academic freedom? 
Given the way the staff usually define 
this concept, almost every one of the 
above ideas is contradicted (see S. M. 
Lipset, Berkeley: the student revolt).
Students extend the concept to  include 
all members of the university, junior 
staff, and professors, as well as students. 
They claim that m any vital interests are, 
or should be, held in common. These 
especially relate to the preservation of 
the freedom of inquiry, learning and 
com m unication, as well as action. But 
this implies m any consequences, not all 
o f which have yet been spelled out by 
the students. They relate particularly to 
how university might react to  the pres
sures of “ society” , as well as to  the o r
ganisation of their own college (H. 
D raper, Berkeley: the new student re
volt).

One aspect of academic freedom  needs 
spelling out. No scholar questions the 
right of the natural scientist to conduct 
experiments to  check his ideas, and to 
put these ideais into action, through w ork
ing models, which have consequences, 
both good and bad, for the surrounding 
society. This freedom for the scientist 
is not readily accepted for the social 
scientist, whose field of work lies explic
itly in society, for political and m oral 
considerations are obviously involved.

In order to  discover any scientist must 
be aware of himself, his assumptions and 
his social environm ent. He takes up, im 

plicitly, positions of com mitm ent. It is 
because of this that we can question the 
right o f the natural scientist to  try out 
some of his m ore dangerous ideas for, in 
his actions, we can see his motives and 
commitment. The social scientist whose 
field may be race, inequality, social class, 
or power, cannot ignore those features 
which he examines academically in au th
ority systems, in A frica and Vietnam, 
when he finds aspects of them in his 
own society or in his college environ
ment. He m ay not simply observe and 
then fail to act, for discovery itself lies 
in and encourages action. Even to  take 
a position of “neutrality” is to  be com 
mitted to a particular state of affairs. 
Thus, for the social as well as the natural 
scientist his task is not properly separated 
from  innovation and social experiment. 
(Lipset op cit). To give the student the 
right to  participate in the politics o f his 
society while denying him the right to 
help in form ing his own situation—from  
participating, for example, in his own 
college government— is to  take a poli
tical decision as well as one which can 
no longer stand in the face of educational 
reason or the redefined concept of acad
emic freedom.

need for parity
It is argued that the students should be 
represented, in parity with the staff, at 
all levels o f university government, that 
the adm inistration should be specifically 
subordinate to  policy decisions reached 
by staff and students, and that universi
ties should take stands on issues in soci
ety particularly when those issues affect 
the life of the college.

M any academics will not immediately 
understand why students at the l s e , Ber
lin, Regent Street, Berkeley and m any 
other places have quite separately come 
to the same belief—that parity of repre
sentation with the staff is an ideal to be 
aimed at. A t example can be taken from  
the committee set up at the l s e  to exam 
ine the machinery of government of the 
school. It had nine outside governors, 
nine staff, five students. Non-student 
members of that committee adm itted in



private that “students won all the argu
ments hands down” , th a t “they succeeded 
in educating the rest of the committee 
in a great variety of ways” . But when it 
came to  decision, to  voting, these and 
other members of the committee decided 
not on the m erit of the arguments but 
with reference to  w hat can only be called 
a certain type of authority. Some of the 
student members registered their dissent.

Yes,’ they were told, “you are allowed 
to  do th a t” . Numbers, they felt certain, 
were a critical factor in the m aking of 
decisions. They did not w ant a majority, 
nor felt there to be any educational ar
guments which would support such a 
case. They did, however, feel there should 
be sufficient numbers to  ensure that stu
dent ideas and interests were taken very 
seriously indeed.

Thus students have come to think that, 
in the present situation, it is only pos
sible to  influence events and decisions by 
their numbers as well as their arguments. 
In a more open situation, where positions 
of authority and interests are not so 
rigid, this reason for parity  of numbers 
would not necessarily be thought im port
ant. The need to get the most construc
tive, combined effort from  staff and stu
dents and the needs to represent as many 
individuals as possible in decision taking 
would then be the best arguments for 
parity.

In tim e of crisis, in situations where stu
dents and the need to represent as many 
parity, there are only two alternatives— 
to use the pow er of boycott and sit in 
or to adopt an attitude of disinterest and 
apathy. Student power was only used, 
however, when they were very sure, 
both tha t they had a very strong case 
where all alternatives had been explored, 
and that the issue was one of funda
m ental importance.

If, in situations of parity, or near parity, 
such “crises” arose, students would feel 
that the recognition, the authority, given 
to  them would be such that the issue 
could be argued, debated, and decided 
without any need for “strike” action on 
the one hand and “discipline” on the 
other. Then a m utual trust could develop,

where the recognition of com mon in 
terests, by staff as well as students, would 
allow members of each “side” to  cross 
regularly to  the other “ side” w ithout fear 
of persecution from  their own ranks.

staff attitudes
Students are at present not afraid openly 
to support staff over the question of their 
interests and control. They, therefore, in 
stinctively find staff reluctance openly to 
side with students (when they think them 
right) difficult to  understand. But this is 
what has occurred. They have had to  
learn by experience that they cannot ex
pect private com mitm ent to become the 
public statement.

The present situation of unwillingness of 
staff to give open support to  students is 
quite shocking. It is always students who 
are accused of “seeing all staff as one” , 
or o f viewing things in term s of “them 
and us” . Some students are guilty of this, 
but it is very true of m any members of 
staff. I have sometimes been astonished 
to find the consensus of staff opinion so 
rigid as to force “student sympathisers” 
am ong them to resort on occasion to 
clandestine meetings with s tuden ts; 
where “no names please” is the constant 
request. This is w hat hurts most.

In opposing student participation the 
staff have been fighting the wrong battles. 
Their own control has been diminishing 
for so long, and often w ithout conscious 
recognition of it so tha t they have come 
to accept the status quo. Staff must be 
shown that students have very im portant 
interests which are shared by both sides. 
Tt is a difficult thing to  ask, tha t basic 
assumptions, held for a long time, should 
be challenged and changed. But it is 
necessary to  ask this of the staff. It is not 
students who are a danger to  staff inde
pendence, but the structure within which 
they teach and do their research. Stu
dents do not take w hat they believe to be 
the staff “side” for entirely selfless rea 
sons, for student interests are unques
tionably bound up with those of the staff. 
The reverse of this equation is equally 
true.
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C urrent trends in the development of 
G overnm ent policies on higher education 
indicate the nature of the th reat to  aca
demic freedom  against which the aca
demic com m unity of staff and students 
should stand united. A lthough higher 
education has been traditionally com pre
hensive in its approach once the pupil 
has been selected to  be a student, it has 
nevertheless developed in a divisive way.

Recently the whole area has been form 
ally divided into w hat is known as the 
binary system, the one half containing 
the universities, the other the colleges of 
education, technology and art.

The 44 universities have traditionally 
been autonom ous, receiving their grants 
from  private donation and industry, but 
predom inantly from  the Governm ent. 
They award their own degrees, and have 
developed their own academic “ stan
dards” . On the whole they are concerned 
with the theoretical, non-vocational as
pects o f disciplines or, if you like, with 
the “whole m an”, am ateur attitude to 
wards education. But some of the ap 
plied science departments of the provin
cial universities and the ten colleges of 
advanced technology which had their 
status raised to  universities are very con
cerned with applied and vocational tra in 
ing. They are thus becoming geared very 
closely to the projected “needs” of an 
industrial society., and their size, as well 
as their num ber, has increased rapidly in 
the last ten years.

In contrast with the universities the dis
parate range of colleges in the public 
sector are controlled and financed 
through local authorities and, through 
them, by the Governm ent. They have 
less money than the universities, have 
worse staff-student ratios and deficient 
facilities generally. They do not make 
their own awards, which are m ade by a 
central body, the c n a a . They are far 
m ore vocationally oriented th a t the uni
versities, and are closely geared to  m any 
aspects of industry. Their intake is less 
well “qualified” than the universities, 
taking the pupil they reject or who does 
not think he would gain entry. These 
pupils come almost solely from  secondary

gram m ar and comprehensive schools. 
This division has been encouraged by 
the L abour Government.

Wilson's threats
Shortly before the 1964 election H arold 
W ilson argued (in The new Britain and 
Purpose in politics) tha t in “this highly 
organised age . . . ability m ust be the 
test”, not the “am ateur” but the “rugged” 
professional approach. “To make the 
best of our scientists is vital, but it is just 
as im portant to do w hat we can for . . . 
technicians, craftsm en and skilled w ork
ers.” “There is only one way this can 
be achieved— it depends on our national 
production.” “Everything depends on a 
firm basis of economic power.”

We can see here both W ilson’s concern 
for the technological revolution, and his 
own form  of technological economic de
terminism. But this is qualified for, to 
obtain that revolution, he needs to  en
courage and “produce” new men, with 
“new attitudes and skills” . Thus it fo l
lows tha t there must be selection in edu
cation, but selection by “ability” , “m erit” 
and “achievement”, not, as previously, 
by social and economic background, 
which the secondary m odern and gram 
m ar schools fostered. The fifteen “abil
ity” streams of the form al com prehen
sive schools fit the G overnm ent’s p u r
pose adm irably. The products of such 
schools enter industry and will enter col
lege with just the right attitudes and 
skills necessary to  create the changes the 
Governm ent wish to see, which in turn  
will boost the economy. Only tim e is re
quired. If  the Governm ent is turned out 
at the next election the Tories’ only d if
ference will be to  proceed at a slightly 
slower pace.

A nthony Crosland agreed with H arold 
Wilson. H e regarded (in The future o f 
socialism) fully unstream ed and com pre
hensive schools as “egalitarianism run 
m ad” and an “excessive handicap to  the 
clever child” . Of the binary system he 
said that “the G overnm ent accepts (it) 
as being fundam entally the right divis
ion” . His arguments included the need
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for vocationally oriented courses, geared 
to the needs of future industry. Thus a 
large section of higher education, he 
argued, had to be under state control. 
Patrick G ordon  W alker echoed every
thing Crosland stood for.

erosion of independence
We can thus begin to  see the logic for 
the comprehensive revolution, and the 
timidity and disinterest in the unstream 
ing and content revolutions in the 
schools. But why the binary division in 
higher education when the com prehen
sive school gets rid of w hat seems to  be 
the same kind of division in secondary 
education? The answer to  this becomes 
clearer if we look at several actions 
which the G overnm ent has taken in the 
past eighteen m onths. All were aim ed at 
the university sector, which, rem em ber, is 
independent of the state and claims to 
teach width and depth of questioning to 
the student.

The G overnm ent first raised overseas 
students’ fees from  £70 to  £250 thus 
making it alm ost impossible for students 
to come from  the th ird  world. Then uni
versity finance was opened to the A udi
to r G eneral. The University G rants C om 
mittee gave all universities a m em oran
dum laying down “general guidance” as 
to  the policy they should follow. Most 
Vice-Chancellors, the heads of both un i
versity adm inistrations and staff, have 
accepted these inroads into their inde
pendence. However, the Association of 
University Teachers, the staff’s union, has 
been deeply suspicious of all o f them.

In Novem ber 1967 m inisterial representa
tives of most European countries includ
ing England, attended a conference which 
was aimed at “reconciling the independ
ence of the universities” with the “de
m ands of an expanding and sophisticated 
economy for highly qualified m anpower” 
{The Times, 27 November, 1967).

Finally, and not just from  the students’ 
point of view, there has been the con
stant th reat of either increased fees for 
students or, in addition, student loans

from  Governm ent sources which would 
tie the student to  the need to take an 
industrially based job on the com pletion 
of his course. If  these are the first steps, 
what is the undisclosed aim?

It should be pretty clear tha t in encour
aging the binary system the L abour G ov
ernm ent and civil service wanted to 
create, through the “public sector”, a 
large, state tied and industrially oriented 
training ground for students. Then it in 
tends slowly to  remove and alter the in 
dependence and general education orien
tation of the universities until they be
come indistinguishable from  the elite of 
the technical colleges. Only then would 
higher education be fulfilling the needs 
held out to  it by the “technological revo
lution” of H arold  W ilson’s vision.



3. the new unitechs
Tony Rodger
This essay should be seen against a back
ground of recognition by authority  o f the 
part to  be played by the student body in 
the development of the university. 
W hether this is the fam iliar phenom enon 
of the Establishm ent retreating before 
the storm  or the recognition of the genu
ine grievances of the student body remains 
to  be seen. The students deserve to  be 
taken seriously ; their protest is valuable 
in m aking everybody question his own 
complacency. To crack the self satisfac
tion of the G aullist regime in F rance is 
the largest achievement so f a r ; only a 
little less spectacular has been the break
ing down of the barriers of the educa
tion establishment whose professional 
conservatism is entrenched and highly 
resistant to change. In  Britain there has 
been a  steady increase in student repre
sentation all over the country.

The breakthrough has come with the 
setting up of the new technological un i
versities and the recognition in their re 
spective charters of the role of the stu
dents’ union. My experience of student 
activity has been in the field of these 
recently created Unitechs. They are far 
removed both in concept and practise 
from  the Oxbridge ideal of higher edu
cation and also incidentally tha t of the 
municipal universities. The students at 
these Unitechs and, in the future, at the 
polytechnics, have a m uch greater experi
ence of the workings of industry. F or 
sandwich course students, unlike their 
colleagues in other universities, spend up 
to  one half of their university career in 
industry. They would seem to be more 
m ature, show an increased awareness, 
are definitely m ore career m inded and 
conservative in outlook, perhaps because 
of this period spent in industry. There is 
a sharp contrast here with the left wing 
radicals found overwhelmingly among 
the students of sociology, psychology, 
the liberal arts and related subjects— 
those subjects which are training the 
critics, analysts and reform ers of society.

We have the freedom and resources to 
run an autonom ous students’ union free 
from  interference from  staff and adm in
istration. This involves the right to  bud
get independently and estimate the finan

cial needs of the union independent of 
staff and adm inistration. W ith this has 
come the recognition of the need for 
participation by the students in the run 
ning of the university. The im portance of 
a better understanding between the stu
dents and academics cannot be over
stated. Genuine student participation, in
cluding not only the right to  state views 
but also the right o f access to  the facts 
on which to  base these judgments is a 
sound basis for a dem ocratic institution. 
Power and knowledge are inseparable, 
and one of the ways power has been re 
tained in the hands of those who hold 
it, is that knowledge of the m anner in 
which power is exercised has been con
fined to a very small num ber of people 
immediately surrounding the men hold
ing it.

organised conspiracy?
Many people believe there is an organ
ised conspiracy behind student protests 
in different parts of the world, especially 
the United States and W estern Europe. 
This is patently untrue since student o r
ganisations by the very nature of their 
make up and the continued changeover 
of personnel involved, are extremely 
difficult to infiltrate and control. In each 
place the grievances are rooted in the 
native soil. A t the same time, however, 
it is not pure coincidence tha t students 
in different places often protest about 
the same things in the same way. The 
confidence and techniques to  express 
their grievances such as the sit in, the 
teach in and the creation of free univer
sities are passed down the line from  one 
institution to the next and from  one 
country to  another. M any students are 
affected by the same issues— the war in 
Vietnam, racial discrimination, consensus 
politics and overstrained education sys
tems. There is a great deal of cross pol
lination, some of it organised and some 
of it not. There is also the powerful effect 
of mass com munication. Every student 
has only to read his newspaper or tu rn  
on a television set to  know all about the 
latest outbreak or protest in another 
country and perhaps feel moved to  fo l
low suit. The power of example is strong.
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The prevailing ethic of the movement 
from  the start has been participation : a 
rejection of consensus politics and dis
gust with the feeling of being m anipu
lated by uncontrolled concentrations of 
power both political and commercial, 
and rule by a distant generation im pri
soned in an irrelevant m ythology; dis
gust with the contrast between m yth and 
reality in society. People, particularly 
students, do not like to  be pushed around 
unconsulted. Participation implies not 
only fair and open discussion but also a 
readiness to accept the best advice and 
abide by majority decisions. We repudi
ate the idea that students are an elite 
learning in order that we can play a 
leading role in getting things changed 
the way we want. The universities p ro 
vide the right place to  develop the poli
tics of participation— now taken up by 
de Gaulle as a cure for the French 
malaise. F or too m any years this ques
tion has been argued in private, occa
sionally mentioned abroad, but rarely 
discussed widely, and it has taken inter
national rioting by the student body to 
bring the subject into the open. Many 
of the problems are now being aired 
and now that the student body is using 
its ultim ate weapon—civil disobedience 
—there is every hope that m any, if not 
all, of these problems can be attacked.

Violent action is not justified unless it 
is in response to  violence and even then 
not always. It can never be a socially 
desirable end in itself and, in general, 
student violence in Britain is the excep
tion rather than the rule. W ithin a truly 
dem ocratic society in which all partici
pate in the making of m ajor decisions, 
there would be no need for violence at 
all. Everyone in the university is con
cerned with the process of discovery and 
plying of knowledge. There is not on the 
one hand a set of passive recipients of 
expertise and on the other a group 
ladling it out to  them. The university is 
one community in which every member 
is seen as a student. All must be allowed 
to participate though it should be recog
nosed they m ay not all be in the same 
position. Lecturers are not regarded as 
father figures but as significant people in 
the process of learning, m ore knowledge

able and effective than students but with 
no superior claims.

A t the core of much of the unrest and 
indeed at the centre o f most o f the in 
balance in m odern professional society 
is the lack of correlation between educa
tional approach and the professional per
form ance expected of the student when 
qualified. There is a dichotomy between 
the way in which students are educated 
and the perform ance expected in later 
life. The universities produce qualified 
students who have been through a quite 
arbitrary process of selection; if they 
turn out to be good scientists and tech
nologists it is little m ore than a fo rtun
ate coincidence. Students see intimately 
in a most immediate and urgent way the 
inequality and waste o f talent and money 
which is endemic in our education sys
tem. This is why there is such widespread 
disillusion among the student population 
and why we feel tha t m uch of the un i
versity establishment it outdated and use
less. The tragedy of the situation is that 
m any students are f ru s tra ted ; any a t
tem pt at originality is stunted.

The criteria for an expert technologist 
are probably these qualities: intellect, 
creativity, an independence of approach 
and a healthv kind of heterodoxy in 
analysing solutions to  a problem. One of 
the most im portant characteristics of 
leading technologists, Isam bard Brunei, 
for example, is an independence of spirit 
which allows him to look for the u n 
usual solution, which is often retrospec
tively seen to be the right one. This kind 
of nonconform ity is not merely ignored 
by the present system but actively dis
couraged— the student with an ardent 
rebellious approach to  any subject who 
is likely therefore to  find the unexpected 
solution to  a difficult (scientific) project 
is unlikely to succeed in a university at 
all.

W hat criteria are fulfilled by the educa
tion pattern in the universities today? 
W hat are the reasons for the lack of 
vitality, interest and eagerness in the field 
of honest enquiry tha t one would ex
pect to find? This failure is illustrated, 
perhaps dramatically, by the failure of
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the universities to  attract students to  the 
science and technology faculties, and the 
wastage of students therein. A  recent sur
vey found tha t only 10 per cent o f the 
students on sandwich courses at my own 
university deliberately opted for th a t type 
of specialist degree. The expansion of 
higher education has m ade the degree a  
key factor determining the career choices 
of the student. Failure can be both waste
ful and disastrous fo r the individual since 
it could m ean a change in the character 
of his whole working life. Institutions 
heavily com m itted to technology, such as 
the Unitechs, have the worst figures for 
wastage (wastage here relates to  academic 
failure). Figures produced by the U niver
sity G ran ts Committee in their Inquiry  
into student progress, show tha t in the 
year 1965/66 only 60 per cent of stu
dents m anaged to  get a degree in the 
norm al time. There are grotesquely large 
variations between one university and 
another and between one subject and an 
other. A t one extreme are the Cambridge 
arts faculties, where 1.1 per cent are 
failed. A t the other end are the S tra th
clyde physical science faculties, where 
the failure rate was 42 per cent. A t my 
own university the percentage o f drop 
outs is currently one fifth of the total.

Assuming the average cost of keeping 
a student at university is approxim ately 
£1,100 and that each student had this 
spent on him for the year in which he 
dropped out, the annual cost of non
graduating students is £8.8 million. But 
because the dropouts are so largely con
centrated in subjects needing expensive 
reserves, engineering and technology, for 
example, the true cost of wastage may 
be much more than £9 million.

T he plain fact is tha t the theoretical basis 
n c university examinations is shaky in 
the extreme. I t doesn’t  stand up to  the 
dem and for a completely objective assess
ment of the merits of the students. The 
teaching m ethods are anachronistic, hap
hazard and harm ful. They are based on 
a traditionalised introspection, a kind of 
doctrinaire convenience, and a blind be
lief tha t it has to  hurt to  do any good. 
The syllabus bears little relationship to 
the professional needs of the qualified

technologist, simply because of the arb i
trary  evolution to  which it has been sub
jected over the years. The present scope 
of m aterial within a syllabus has been 
determined by the changes of attitudes 
and instruction within the university p ro 
fession rather than  any conscious attem pt 
to  fit students for a successful career. 
The list of subjects learned has rem ark
ably little to  do with creative ability, 
which is one of the fundam ental requi
sites for science. M uch school w ork is 
repeated in the first and second years, 
wasting valuable time which could be 
spent, for instance, equipping people not 
only with the ability of m ake m anage
m ent decisions, but also an understand
ing of the industrial and social im plica
tions behind each decision.

We wish to see the educational content 
of science courses widened to  include 
non-technological studies. It is in this 
contribution of education and training 
tha t society will best be served by the 
universities. The whole basis o f the 
exam ination system demands a good 
m emory above all, so that a successful 
student is selected because of his parrot 
like ability to  reproduce factual data 
like a nursery rhyme. H e m ay be highly 
intelligent, but if he is it is likely to be 
in spite o f the system rather than be
cause of it. There is no means of select
ing a student because of his truly scien
tific capabilities at all. It is reduced to 
the easily accessible param eter of m em 
ory. We have a system of selection which 
passes students with abilities which are 
quite different from, and in some cases 
quite contradictory to, the basic essen
tials of the true technologist.

the lecturer problem
Perhaps the most im portant factor of all 
is the university lecturer, who has been 
selected largely for his academic an d /o r  
research ability. There is no means w hat
ever of sifting the good lecturer from  
the bad. There is no m achinery for exam 
ination in realistic terms, and as a result 
even the most imperceptive and obtuse 
lecturers remain in office, while the gen
erations of students in their charge grin
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and bear it and may, as a result, fail 
their examinations. It is not necessarily 
true, however, to say that a  bad lecturer 
will invariably produce poor results in 
his students. The curriculum  is such that 
no m atter how poor the subject m ay be 
covered it is always possible to  cover the 
work out o f hours. It is rem arkable that 
when the lecturer is a t the very centre 
of the university education, there is no 
m achinery for training the le c tu re r; no 
qualification to  delineate the good from  
the bad ; no selection procedure to  de
cide whether a person is fit to  be en
trusted with the responsibility of teach
ing ; and most im portant of all, there is 
no feed back machinery to decide 
whether he is doing his job properly and 
effectively. The situation with regard to 
lecturing at the m om ent is inconceivably 
biased, irrational and unscientific. No 
m atter how qualified a university lec
turer may be, there is no means of being 
sure that he is in the least degree able 
to carry out his function. T hat in itself 
implies the most urgent need for radical 
reform.

The essential prerequisites of any suc
cessful reform  is tha t students should be 
consulted about them  and be involved 
in the decision making. Students should 
be the creators, yet they are the product 
of the system. There is a need for stu
dent/staff consultation on these very 
crucial academic issues of teaching, sylla
buses and the future of the exam ination 
system. If  indeed they are now recast as 
a result of the recent upheaval in the 
universities, it will be an advance that 
vears of nagging dissatisfaction have 
failed to effect.

implications of expansion
The dram atic expansion tha t has taken 
place in the field of higher education in 
this country has focussed a lot of atten
tion on the Unitechs and new universi
ties. This is because the older long estab
lished universities have changed little 
since their foundation, and have re
mained to  a large extent insensitive to 
the needs of society. The secluded life 
of the student or undergraduate of p re

war years bears scant resemblance to  that 
of his counterpart today. W hereas they 
came from  the leisured classes and hence 
took little part in society when they 
emerged from  the spires and cloisters, 
today’s students are very m uch aware of 
their place in society and the role they 
have to play. This change in the type of 
person studying in the university has 
brought into the open the particular 
issue of discipline. There is a real and 
urgent need for the overhaul of the p re
sent disciplinary procedures.

The ideas of in loco parentis and in statu 
pupillari make no sense in the post Latey, 
post Paris period. The spirit o f the day 
is profoundly anti-authoritarian. The uni
versity establishment can no longer rely 
on moral authority. There is a need for 
a fuller disciplinary code and an inde
pendent staff / student machinery for en 
forcing it. This will not only be fair, but 
will be seen to be fair, and will only be 
meaningful when fully discussed with the 
students and their agreement formally 
sought. Academics may think they are 
being liberal, reasonable, open minded, 
about the students’ claim to run their 
own lives, but the students think they 
are being paternalistic. Sceptics have re 
torted that though students shout for 
power, they would not accept the respon
sibility that accompanies it. Yet the uni
versity is an institution which will mould 
perhaps the most im portant three or four 
years of a student’s life. Students in this 
and other countries have willingly sacri
ficed their time and accepted the burden 
of responsibility to increase their share 
of control over their own lives. F or stu
dents, like others, live in a world which 
is not of their making. As Shaw wrote 
in the preface to Saint Joan: “Though 
all society is founded on intolerance, all 
improvement is founded on tolerance” . 
Yesterday’s heretics are tom orrow ’s 
saints.



4. three approaches 
to student participation
Colin Crouch
Once the issue of student participation 
has been raised in a university or col
lege, it is likely that the term  will come 
to  be used in three different and conflict
ing ways. These are best described as 
consultation, representation and mass 
involvement. Consultation is the system 
that tends to  be advocated by university 
authorities and senior academic staff, 
while mass involvement is a doctrine of 
the student far left. The third position, 
that of representation, is broadly that 
taken by m ore sympathetic members of 
staff and “m oderate” students. This does 
not mean, however, that it is in some 
way a “half way house” between the 
other two approaches.

T he essence of the consultative approach 
is tha t it accepts the legitimacy of stu
dent demands to  know what is happening 
in their institution and acknowledges that 
students m ay occasionally produce ideas 
which academics might find valuable. 
But it is not willing to  go any farther 
than this. It is not prepared to allow 
students to take part in the decision 
making process itself, and rejects several 
of the premises on which such demands 
are based.

The consultative view rests on certain 
principles, an im portant one of which is 
that a university is a com munity of m em 
bers seeking the same ends, tha t there 
are no legitimate divisions of interest 
between staff and students, and tha t some 
members of this com m unity are qualified 
to guide its affairs while others are not 
equipped to do so. W here there is a true 
com munity of interests, the only dis
agreements and disturbances that can 
occur result from  failures of com m uni
cation ; hence the frequent references to 
such failures by academics, university 
adm inistrators and G overnm ent spokes
men making statements on the student 
question.

An interesting example of this was a 
recent article by John Sparrow, W arden 
of All Souls, O xford, in The Listener 
(Tune 4, 1968). Speaking of the claims 
for representation made by O xford stu
dents, he says, approvingly, “The form  
and substance of the students’ demand.

therefore, suggest that it is not to  seize 
power, but to remedy a breakdown in 
communications ; they want to be assured 
that those who are on the other side of 
the gulf th a t separates, or seems to  sep
arate, the teachers from  the taught, really 
listen to their representations, understand 
w hat they are saying, and are concerned 
about their interests” .

attractions of elitism
This is a typical expression of the view 
of an elite confident in the legitimacy 
and m orality of its own authority, and 
convinced of its own benevolence and 
freedom from  personal interest. Such a 
characterisation is not necessarily a criti
cal o n e ; there is nothing wrong with 
confident elites, so long as their confi
dence is justified. The point is that, given 
this view, demands for a student share 
in the control of a university come as 
an affront, an insult. Some academics 
are deeply hurt by the assertion tha t stu
dents should have a share in adm inistra
tion. It implies a lack of faith and trust 
in the benevolence of the academic hier
archy and introduces an element into 
university life that many lecturers con
sider as contrary to  the very concept of 
a university. Again, Sparrow ’s article is 
a good example of this feeling: “R epre
sentation . . . would introduce into the 
life of the university an element quite 
alien to a place of learning and more 
suited to  an industrial enternrise. where 
w orkers’ representatives bargain with the 
management in an atmosphere of m utual 
m istrust” .

G roups with authority cannot afford to 
adm it that they have ignored or acted 
against certain interest groups. Their 
position can be m ade m ore secure if the 
system can be seen as a consensual one. 
in which differences of interest disappear, 
and in which as a consequence no one 
need feel opposed to  the authorities. 
They therefore assert that there are no 
real political and interest divisions within 
their institution. F rom  this fact they can 
draw  the conclusion of their own un 
challenged legitimacy to  m aintain au th
ority. It is a case of setting the Platonic
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against the Aristotelian view of society. 
F or a university the Platonic ideal is an 
attractive one. Universities are m eant to 
be worlds of pure reason, where vulgar 
entities like “interest” do not affect the 
rational settlement of issues. Such a view 
fits in well w ith P lato’s concept o f the 
G uardians. Furtherm ore, there are w ith
in the university good grounds for legiti
mising a non-democratic hierarchy as re 
quired by Platonism. The task of univer
sities is the acquisition of knowledge and 
the pursuit of excellence. Those in 
superior positions in universities are, p re
sumably, those who have advanced fa r
thest in these pursuits and should there
fore have the greatest claim to positions 
of authority. If the assumptions behind 
such a system are valid, it is not one 
which should be lightly disturbed.

A further argum ent in favour of a sys
tem of consultation is based on the view 
that the academic staff would often find 
it valuable to know w hat students are 
thinking, so that they may take advan
tage of the student perspective on ques
tions of teaching. This rests on similar 
assumptions as the “failure of com m uni
cations” argum ent. There is an assum p
tion that academics are trustw orthy men 
of goodwill who will be prepared to 
weigh any proposal objectively and, if 
it is good, will act upon it. A gain this is 
government by the G uardians. The only 
reasons a student proposal might be re 
jected are because they are poor or un 
workable ; it will never be because it 
would disturb someone’s established 
routine or create extra work.

representation
But these m ore practical arguments 
against student representation are usually 
the result o f a certain philosophical and 
political position, and it is this position 
which I  have tried to  describe. I have 
tried to  present the view of the university 
as it appears to  the traditional adm inis
tra to r and senior academic. It is in many 
ways a pleasant and idyllic view. It p re
sents the university as an entirely rational 
world unsullied by vulgar problem s of 
politics and interests, with a hierarchy

whose position is legitimised by appeal to 
superior competence as individuals in the 
task at hand. One must genuinely pause 
before disturbing the order and tranquil
ity of such a  scene.

But disturb it one must. F or a variety of 
reasons universities are coming to  seem 
increasingly unlike the communities they 
are m eant to be. Partly it is a question 
of increasing size. John Sparrow  identi
fies the Oxbridge college system as being 
a safeguard against demands for student 
representation, and the reason for this 
is probably the small and intim ate scale 
of the college. The smaller a community 
the m ore interaction there can be among 
all its members. And the m ore interac
tion among the members of a community 
the more consensual it will be, as there 
will be m ore shared assumptions and 
perspectives.

There is a further point. The length of 
time taken by decision making in a un i
versity is often a safeguard of the free
dom of academic staff, but the result of 
it as it faces the student in a large col
lege is something like K afka’s castle. One 
is never certain w hat is going to  happen 
or why it happens. As soon as a student 
learns that a committee in the college 
is prepared to  take a certain step, he 
learns of a plethora of veto groups who 
will probably prevent it ever occurring 
fo r reasons of whose excellence he is 
assured, but of whose precise content he 
is never inform ed. It is fo r this reason 
that students have been dissatisfied with, 
if not contemptuous of, consultative a r 
rangements and have seen direct repre
sentation as their only opportunity, not 
of uprooting the maze, but of finding 
their way through it.

the question of trust
Academics are genuinely hurt when it 
is implied that students no longer feel 
able to trust them to look after their 
interests. But such a lack of trust is not 
surprising in the light of the reactions of 
several university authorities when stu
dents have taken steps to make a politi
cal case against them.
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The point is tha t such events have a deep 
effect on students who see them taking 
place. W hatever their views of the be
haviour of a m inority of m ilitants, stu
dents will not stand idly by while au th
ority acts arbitrarily. And once such 
things have occurred it will be no use 
appealing to  students to  trust in the in
trinsic benignness and justice of the 
authorities.

This point has relevance beyond the 
specialised world of disciplinary affairs. 
The Platonic view of the university de
pends on one crucial fact: the complete 
integrity and freedom from  interest group 
pressures of those in authority. But 
academics, like everyone else, are not 
above such pressures. They have an in
terest in the way the university is con
ducted, and that interest is not neces
sarily the same as the students’. They 
have a sectional interest in the distribu
tion of financial and other resources 
within the college, in the distribution of 
their own time between teaching and re 
search activities, in the allocation of phy
sical space within the university’s pre
mises. To denv that such interests exist, 
and to deny that there is ever any com 
petition for the resources concerned be
tween students and other interest groups, 
is to deny facts that are evident to  any
one with at least a little knowledge of 
the intricacies of university life.

There are further divisions of interest 
among academic staff themselves. Differ
ent departments are in competition for 
resources. Different ranks of staff are 
often in competition with one another. 
The great prize of prom otion and the 
ability of certain individuals (senior p ro 
fessors') to give or withold that prize are 
further elements that make it impossible 
to regard the university and its govern
ment as above politics. To argue this 
does not mean to argue with the far left 
that it is the role of the student body to 
intervene in this situation and restore all 
to pristine nuritv : one of the sad things 
about the far left is that it sometimes 
identifies real problems and difficulties 
within universities, but quite illogicallv 
and falsely concludes from  this a case 
for “student power” . The only reason I

refer to the political nature of m uch of 
university life is to  make the point that 
it is hypocritical of academics to throw  
up their hands in horror and exclaim 
that students are now trying to introduce 
completely alien concepts of pressure and 
interest into the university. These things 
have been present in universities for a 
good m any years, and they are there for 
the simple reason that the people in 
universities are hum an beings with am bi
tions. interests and desires like people in 
any other walk of life.

Thus the case for student representation 
argues that students must regard them 
selves as a group within the university 
who have certain interests which must be 
represented along with the other inter
ests which, whether form ally and openly 
or inform ally and privately, find expres
sion in the institution’s proceedings.

the industrial analogy
Rut what are the imn’ications of this"? 
Does it not see an end to  all close and 
friendly relationships between staff and 
students? Will it not lead to a position 
where staff and students adopt the a tti
tude of quiet m utual hostility which 
often characterises industrial relations? 
This is not necessarily so. University life 
is described as inaccurately by the trade 
union analogy as it is by that of pure 
community. The tru th  is somewhere in 
between. There must be between aca
demics and students a wide area of com 
mon interest, common purpose and 
shared norms and expectations. If  this is 
lacking, the institution might as well 
cease to  exist. It is against this back
ground and within this context that there 
js nevertheless scone for the conflicts of 
interest that have been m entioned above.

The theorv of representation is not 
opposed to this view of essential con
sensus laced with elements of conflict. 
Tn fact it depends on it. G iven the kinds 
of numbers that students are likely to 
be given in any system of committee re 
presentation, and given the narrow  scone 
for rapid change that probably exists 

within universities, it is an essential p re
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condition of student representation that 
there be a fair degree of consensus. I t is 
very doubtful if student representation 
could work at all in a college with an 
extremely radical student body who re 
fused to accept any terms of reference, 
who insisted on raising fundam ental 
issues of principle at every committee 
meeting, and who insisted on “com m it
ting” the university and its members to  a 
variety of stands on issues in the outside 
world. Such an institution would grind 
to a halt.

W hat the theory of representation asserts 
is that, given tha t students are intelligent, 
reasonably adult beings, and given that, 
within the broad consensus of the uni
versity, there are valid instances of dif
ferences of interest, it is a prerequisite 
of the existence of some kind of com 
munity that students be accepted as part 
of the body politic.

Of course decisions should be taken as a 
result of a process of rational argum ent 
and not as a result of pressures and 
threats. But rational argum ent can only 
take place when all concerned have a 
necessary com m itm ent to  such a p ro 
cedure. So long as university authorities 
have an unchallenged power they do 
not have tha t commitment. As fa r as the 
argum ent that students are junior m em 
bers of the university who cannot pos
sibly have the competence to  take part 
in decision m aking is concerned, it would 
be argued that this competence is rela
tive, that to suggest a rigid line can be 
drawn beneath which all m em bers of the 
college are unfit to  have any part in 
decision m aking is to  make a false and 
artificial division. There is something in 
the argum ent that lack of experience 
does mean a  certain freshness of ap 
proach and willingness to  question that 
is of value in itself. It is also true that 
among a student body of any size will 
be individuals who are com petent at de
cision making and from  whose contribu
tion the university would stand to  benefit.

It is here that we meet the strong con
trast between the claim of student re 
presentation and tha t of mass involve
ment. It is the latter which has been the

inspiring force behind the dem onstrations 
which have attracted so m uch public 
attention in the past year. Academics 
and others have expressed surprise at the 
passion generated by student activists 
over the idea of participation, which is 
seen as demanding the right to  sit on 
boring and time consuming committees 
and to acquire masses of unexciting files 
and documents. This may well be a cor
rect description of the real results of 
representation, but that is not w hat is 
m eant by the advocates o f mass involve
ment. They start w ith a few general p re
cepts. The m ain one is that every hum an 
individual should participate fully in all 
decisions tha t affect his life. To fail to  do 
so is to  pass that sacred right of au ton
omy to another, to  become alienated 
from  that particular aspect o f control 
over one’s life situation. To do this is 
in term s of the left’s mythology, to  com 
mit original sin, to  sell one’s birthright. 
The plea fo r student participation 
couched in these terms is therefore part 
of a general them e taken up  by the new 
left over the past few vears, revolving 
round the polarised positions o f aliena
tion and participation. If the form er con
dition is that o f original sin, the latter 
is the search fo r the state o f grace.

Above, when discussing bureaucracy in 
universitv adm inistration, we referred to 
K afka. It has been suggested tha t “The 
Castle” is really about m an’s search fo r 
the state o f grace. If  so, this w ork ought 
to qualify as one of the sacred texts of 
the supporters of mass participation. It 
is the same picture of m an struggling to 
free himself from  the m undane world 
below and enter into a situation where 
he can fulfil his true and proper vocation. 
(In the case of K afka’s character, the
role of land su rveyor; in the case of
the new left, the M arxist concept of 
species life). But in both cases m an is
frustrated in his attem pts to  do this by
the “structures” of the m alevolent world 
about him : bureaucratic machinery, the 
waywardness of authority, the maze of 
false approaches to  knowing how to 
reach the desired goal, sinister interests 
in controlling positions with the ability 
to  prevent m an reaching his objective— 
all these conspire to  crush him.
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The big difference between K afka’s vision 
and that of the far left is that K afka’s 
m an is an individual, whereas theirs is 
that contradiction which has remained 
unresolved through a century or m ore of 
socialist thought—the individualised 
mass. Applied to the smaller sphere of 
student participation, this concept of 
man in some way needing to be in full 
control of his life situation but being 
alienated from  this by the “structures” 
around him, linked with the view that 
the structures are seen as intrinsically 
malevolent, has several im portant impli
cations. Because the claim for participa
tion is couched in these terms, the em 
phasis is almost entirely on the exciting 
and personal aspects ,of participation 
and upon the political aspects of univer
sity government. Behind it is the belief 
tha t “participation is good for you” , that 
when the individual is involved in the 
act of participating he achieves a state 
of well being, of fulfilment, which is 
good in itself, irrespective of the ends of 
the participatory or decision making p ro
cess.

Tt is somewhat difficult to translate this 
ideal into practical questions of univer
sity adm inistration, but it does have cer
tain implications. One is tha t all argu
ments about competence to  participate 
become irre levan t; the only criterion of 
competence is willingness to take con
trol of one’s life situation. Thus the 
advocates of mass involvement have no 
qualms about proposing student parity 
with staff in all decision making. Indeed, 
given their view of the distorted nature 
of hum an thought and the corrupting 
influence of the world, they stand the 
argument about the students’ “ freshness 
of approach” on its head and assert that 
this freshness gives the student an u n 
sullied mirity. Because of his lack of ex
perience in and influence from  the world, 
the student is likely to be less alienated. 
F urther, since all is biased and twisted, 
all is political and all is subjective, very 
little value is placed in factual, empirical 
knowledge. Thus one of the m ain claims 
to staff superiority, advanced knowledge, 
is not considered a very im portant criter
ion at all. It is not the extent of one’s 
knowledge, but the acquisition of true

consciousness of one’s life situation that 
qualifies for partic ipa tion ; only believe 
and thou shalt be saved.

dow n with structures
Such an approach soon arrives at a para- 
noically hostile view of the very idea of 
“structure” . Divisions between subjects 
are viewed suspiciously; the very act of 
making a subject called “economics” , for 
example, is seen as a fiendish device to 
prevent students talking about social 
class and Vietnam. Subject divisions are 
seen also as an arbitrary act by bureau
cratic authority which imposes a limit 
on the individual’s freedom to develop 
in whatsoever way he wants— the original 
sin again.

Exam inations represent the forces of 
bourgeois alienation par excellence. 
There is again the imposition of power 
over the individual, the enforcem ent of 
a certain action on him. There is the re
quirem ent imposed on him to study cer
tain subjects and texts, and, perhaps 
most im portant, one of the purposes of 
examinations is to provide people with 
qualifications that can be recognised by 
the outside w o rld ; and by outside world 
we mean prospective employers, those 
arch incarnations of the capitalist system 
itself: “ . . . it becomes evident that col
leges are in existence to  provide a reli
able elite of middle managers for a given 
industrial system ; it is precisely this sys
tem and ways of subverting it which in 
creasingly preoccupies us” (David Wid- 
gery, “U niversities: home of revolution,” 
Daily Telegraph Magazine, June 28 
1968).

The far left has adopted a vision of the 
world, seen the whole business as a m as
sive conspiracy, and now goes on to  see 
everything tha t occurs through the per
spective of this strange world view. It is 
this metaphysical base tha t renders the 
far left closed to discussion. It probably 
also explains why they are impervious to 
arguments tha t universies are, on the 
whole, rem arkably liberal institutions, 
and tha t if one works for their destruc
tion one will have made society less, not
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more, decent and tolerant. To them the 
universities are part of a system which 
has already been tried and condemned 
within the writings of K arl M arx and 
others. I t is therefore impossible for such 
institutions to  be truly lib e ra l; their 
liberalism must be a mask, and, like the 
M etropolitan Police, they must be p ro 
voked until they wrench off their masks 
and their “real” fascist nature is laid 
bare.

However, this does not mean that the far 
left cannot produce some genuine critic
isms of the w o rld ; their vision is not so 
remote from  reality to  render it useless. 
Thus one agrees that students should 
play a part in university government, and 
that the claim of staff to superior experi
ence is relative. But can this be said 
completely to invalidate the superiority 
of experience and professional applica
tion? O f course subjects at university 
level cannot be entirely taught as though 
all assumption were unchallengeable. But 
can this be said to  brush aside the great 
value to a subject of a body of m ore or 
less accepted knowledge and teachable 
fact? Can the questioning of an un 
trained mind claim to usurp a m ajor part 
in academic activity? Although it is a 
good scientific maxim tha t everything is 
potentially challengeable, this is not the 
same as saying that everything should be 
perenially challenged. I t is perhaps this 
point more than any other that m arks 
the main weakness of the far left, both 
in their approach to  academic life and 
in their political position. It is the desire 
to make a total criticism of everything 
the whole time.

The result of this is that although they 
may sometimes identify real problems, 
they insist on taking these criticisms to 
such lengths and turning them into 
articles of faith. Thus one can agree 
that distinctions between subjects can 
become constricting and artificial, but 
does tha t m ean one must take a philo
sophical stand against the concept of 
subject divisions, or see a malicious vested 
interest behind every attem pt to  develop 
a specialism?

But it is only extreme and ideologised

philosophies that can claim  passionate 
and idealistic allegiance, and it for their 
passion and idealism tha t we are all ex
pected to doff our caps to the new revo
lutionaries. One would have hoped that 
by now we would have produced a gen
eration of young politically active people 
who realised that the passionate idealist 
is often but a tyrant w ithout power. But 
it does not appear to be the case. The 
support given to  the far left is not as 
tiny as m any people pretend, at least not 
in the m ore “political” universities. They 
may be a minority in relation to the 
great mass of politically uninterested 
students, but in relation to the mass poli
tical groups of every shade of red and 
blue are minorities.

The case for student representation, as 
opposed to mass involvement, is not ex
citing ; its appeal is to  the head rather 
than the heart. It therefore seems tha t if 
a system of student representation is to 
be successfully implemented in several 
British universities over the next few 
years, it will have to surm ount two fo r
midable obstacles: the prevailing philo
sophy of academic life and the host of 
vested interests tha t support it, and the 
philosophy of the far left, whose vested 
interest in to tal com m itm ent and hostil
ity will prevent it welcoming any p rac
tical reform s that are within the bounds 
of possibility.



5. participation in practice
Jack Straw
Com petition is stim ulation. In  the last 
few years there has alm ost been a league 
table of student unions’ success in gain
ing representation on university com m it
tees. This m onth it is Leeds a t the top, 
with two m ore places on the parks and 
gardens com m ittee; next m onth Belfast 
w ith three m ore on the m ilitary instruc
tion committee. A ll good progress in the 
fight for dem ocratisation of universities.

N ot quite. The league table mentality 
highlights the fact tha t fa r  too often 
student unions’ claims have been based 
on a  desire to  increase indiscriminately 
the student membership of university 
committees w ithout appreciating before
hand the realities of university govern
ment. Too often then these realities are 
experienced too late.

I t is not tha t I  have any objection to 
increasing student membership of univer
sity bodies. In fact I would like to  see 
student (and non-professorial staff) m em 
bership greatly increased. N or am I say
ing that in attem pting radically to  change 
the system of university government one 
should ignore the present system, and 
w ork towards one’s goal from  outside it. 
This is quite impractical. W hat I am 
saying is tha t the realities of university 
government are slightly different from  
their w indow dressing, and tha t before en
gaging in any exercise of increasing stu
dent participation in university govern
m ent it is necessary to identify where the 
power lies and how it works.

The present situation, of notching up 
gains, even if the committee to  which one 
has gained access is entirely pointless, 
has led unions into m any pitfalls, some 
of which have seriously compromised 
their later position when trying to  effect 
real gains. My example of the parks and 
gardens committee is not as far fetched 
as it sounds (fictitious though it m ay be). 
It seems to  me to  be no accident tha t the 
first committees on which students gained 
membership were ones such as the parks 
and gardens, the university sermons, or 
worse, the university court. By some 
coincidence, m ost of them  achieved this 
honour at the beginning of the 1960s. 
Look in the calendar of the university

and you will find that the “court shall 
be the governing body of the university” . 
If you look a little harder you will also 
discover tha t you will be on court with 
about 150-200 other representatives from  
m ultifarious local authorities, voluntary 
organisations, and the N ational Coal 
Board. A  bit later on you will discover 
that the court meets twice a year, for 
half an hour and a cup of tea. W hat you 
will have to  wait to  find out is tha t m any 
years ago the court delegated its powers 
in nearly all im portant m atters to  the 
university council, on which up  to  very 
recently, no student at any university had 
membership (university councils usually 
consist of lay members, plus a few senior 
academic staff).

This situation enabled some Vice-Chan
cellors to  claim that they had m ade ad 
vances in student representation whilst in 
reality all th a t occurred was tha t the 
student union executive was drawn into 
the university governmental structure, 
thus restricting its freedom  of action, 
w ithout in any way facilitating their in
fluence on university decisions. Once one 
does have membership of committees 
within the university governmental struc
ture, however pointless those committees 
may be, there exists the obligation of 
using the constitutional framework, even 
if the part to  which you have access in
variably leads you up a blind alley. A nd 
confidentiality rules, in force in most 
universities (although very few of the 
issues themselves are o f a confidential 
nature), further restrict union officials 
from  making public use of inform ation 
they probably would have heard about 
sooner or later over the university 
“grapevine” . It is responsibility without 
power.

pernicious consultation
M ore pernicious even than membership 
of existing university committees has 
been the establishment of consultative 
committees as devices to  avoid student 
membership of the main committees and 
governing bodies. These committees take 
a num ber of names, the most popular 
ones being “the liaison com m ittee” or
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“joint com m ittee” . They probably meet 
fairly often, and discuss some of the im
portan t and pressing problem s facing 
staff and students alike. However, their 
weakness lies in the fact tha t they have 
no power to take decisions, that their 
recommendations are taken to bodies 
where there are no student representa
tives to argue the case point by point, 
and most im portantly, because they are 
not a direct part of the decision making 
machinery, but merely an appendage to 
it, they are in no position to know what 
decisions need to be taken or are about 
to be taken, except where the university 
representatives consider it necessary to 
consult the committee. A nd so the com 
mittees is very often either talking in a 
vacuum, or after the decision has been 
taken elsewhere, with no hope of influ
encing it. The examples of this are many. 
I will quote one. W here, a t one univer
sity, the joint liaison com mittee on the 
library was not consulted and did not 
even know of a decision of the main 
body to  raise the library fines, and ex
tend the loan period (in this particular 
case it would have been beneficial for 
the university to  have consulted student 
opinion: the students supported the in 
crease in fines and opposed the extension 
of the loan period because they wanted 
to maintain a high circulation of books.)

The examples above have been con
cerned with the central university bodies 
and committees, and usually over non- 
academic issues (such as catering, stu
dent accom modation, student health) 
which have most concerned student 
unions in the past. It is only now that 
unions are developing an interest in p ar
ticipation in the central processes of the 
university—the academic side— and one 
can confidently expect that the efforts of 
the senior academics—within whose a b 
solute province academic decisions have 
lain—to divert the calls for student re
presentation will be very manifest. Many 
academic departments will have, or will 
be about to  establish, form al sta ff/stu 
dent committees. But how m any of these 
will have any real power, with integra
tion into the academic decisions making 
processes of the university? Very few. 
Most of them will be no m ore than con

sultative committees, and some m ay have 
constitutions, similar to one very recently 
approved a t a university, where the head 
of departm ent had an absolute right to 
decide what should and w hat should not 
be discussed.

Vice-Chancellors, I suppose, m ay have 
their own league tables. A nd as I m en
tioned above, they m ay use the existing 
student membership of obscure, or con
sultative committees to  claim  tha t the 
situation in their university is a progres
sive one. One Vice-Chancellor did just 
this, although the students only sat on 
six committees altogether. The argum ent 
at the time was over catering— and sure 
enough the students sat on a catering 
committee. But they did not sit on the 
catering management com mittee which 
fixed prices, nor on the college catering 
committees which controlled food qual
ity.

Although the am ount of form al partici
pation has expanded a great deal, if one 
is cynical—and one can be about the way 
in which m any universities have been 
run— one can say that this situation is 
part of a quite deliberate attem pt to 
“fob off” the student union executives. 
In m any universities I think the situation 
has come about not through cynical and 
prem editated maoeuvring by the au thori
ties, but by a general paternalistic a tti
tude which considers that the concessions 
which it is making are real concessions, 
and by a lack of clear policy, and enough 
foresight, by the student union execu
tives. E ither way the situation is a poor 
one, and the eventual effect is going to 
be quite the opposite from  tha t intended 
by these less progressive adm inistrators.

F or the lack of real success by student 
union executives through the existing 
m achinery in which they participate has 
led to  two things: Firstly, because of the 
failure “to deliver the goods” a feeling 
of discontent amongst m any sections of 
the union membership about the way in 
which the existing m achinery operates, 
and consequently a realisation, in many 
cases unconscious, by the union execu
tives that unless they do change the situ
ation and make some real gains their
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own position— and that of constitutional 
student unions in general— will be 
severely weakened. The student action 
committees, m any of which sprung up 
at the end of last term , and led direct 
action campaigns either against the will 
of the official student union, or ignoring 
them, were a direct result of the lack of 
confidence which members had in the 
union system. Part of this lack of con
fidence can be blamed on the union exe
cutives themselves, for failing clearly to 
appreciate the real structure of universi
ties, and for failing to  work out their 
objectives. But much of the blame must 
rest with the university authorities for so 
weakening the position of the student 
unions. This has always struck me as 
being incredibly shortsighted, for surely 
any enlightened authority, progressive or 
not, but merely enlightened abouts its 
own self interest, m ust consider it far 
better to deal with the constitutional stu
dent union than a self appointed action 
committee. But the choice is theirs.

labyrinth of committees
There are many problem s in trying to 
work within the existing structure of un i
versity government. Perhaps the worst is 
trying through an enormous labyrinth of 
committee and sub-committees to  iden
tify where the power lies, where the de
cisions are actually taken. I  have already 
mentioned that some university bodies 
have form ally delegated their powers to 
a body below them. M ost com mon is 
where the university court delegates its 
power to the university council. But no 
one should be blind enough to think that 
it is the council who now actually make 
the decisions, although they m ay partici
pate in taking them. The same will be 
true on the academic side— that the sen
ate (the senior academic body) will not 
necessarily be taking the decisions a t all. 
Perhaps it would be utterly unrealistic to 
assume that bodies of 50-100, as most 
university councils and senates are now, 
are able to  initiate decisions. A nd it is 
true that in any such system most o f the 
decisions would at least be initiated at 
committee or sub-committee level. But it 
is also true that the nature of the system

facilitates the centralisation of power 
within a university into the hands of a 
dozen or so men. M any university p re
sidents could name the men, who, if 
they are agreed on a m atter could ensure 
that it became university policy with or 
without further discussion. F or a student 
union president, working within a un i
versity governmental system can be an 
unnerving experience; the nearer one 
thinks one is getting to the centre of 
power, on this committee or that, the 
farther away in reality it goes. U ntil the 
basis of university government is changed 
cynical adm inistrators can continue to 
make numerous token concessions to stu
dents without losing anything. They will 
merely take the decisions elsewhere.

Even on details a university committee 
is very different from  a union committee. 
The key man is the ch a irm an ; he will 
generally be very much of an exercutive 
chairm an proposing decisions, rather 
than someone to arbitrate between de
baters. Votes will rarely if ever be taken ; 
in my experience at the University of 
Leeds votes were only ever taken on two 
issues, and both were fairly m inor. The 
committees do not have published stand
ing orders, and the whole of the debate 
is geared towards obtaining a consensus 
decision. Like all consensi, sometimes the 
decision may be a good o n e ; but often 
it will represent the lowest common de
nom inator of agreement, and by attem pt
ing to please everybody will please no 
one. A problem which requires resolu
tion will simply not be solved.

All this is very frustrating to the in 
dividual student. But the fundam ental 
difference between the government of a 
students’ union and the governm ent of a 
university, is that the latter are non-de- 
m ocratic in structure and contain no 
machinery whereby those making de
cisions can be held accountable for them 
to the university population at large. In 
this context democracy and accounta
bility should be distinguished.

Having been established by royal char
ter universities become self appointing 
and self perpetuating institutions. U nder 
the charter the court will probably
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appoint most members of the council, 
and vice versa. The senate will effectively 
appoint itself, fo r it is largely senate 
members who form  the membership of 
chair committees, and a chair invariably 
means a seat on senate. Nowhere do the 
rest of the staff, the other ninety per cent, 
or the students, feature in this scheme of 
things. It is not a dem ocratic situation.

democratising universities
it can, however, be argued tha t univer
sities are not suitable institutions for a 
totally democratic structure. Certainly I 
would accept that the “one m an one 
vote” concept behind student union con
stitutions is quite inapplicable to  a un i
versity. The problem with talking about 
“democratising universities” is tha t the 
arguments invariably get bogged down in 
discussions on “student power” , and 
other inexplicit and meaningless phrases. 
W hat most of us who have objections to 
the present system of university govern
ment wish to  see is not a totally dem o
cratic structure of the “one m an one 
vote” scheme, but a system where there 
is (a) representation of all the sections 
in the university (though accepting that 
this representation will be weighted in 
favour of certain section of the univer
sity. i.e., the senior s ta ff; and (b) and 
most importantly, a system where those 
who are taking decisions (and this in
cludes individuals as well as committees) 
are accountable for those decisions to  the 
university community.

A t present there is no accountability to 
the general university community, be
cause those not directly involved in the 
system are not involved at all. It may 
be argued that the interests of those not 
involved (the 90 per cent academic stafF 
who are not professors, the students, and 
the non-academic staff) are always taken 
into account by those who are involved. 
This argument is paternalistic at b e s t; in 
practice not even this m uch occurs. And 
when the universities do consciously try 
to take other interests into account some 
bizarre results can follow.

An interesting example occurred at Leeds

recently over the merits of two alterna
tive superannuation schemes: a univer
sity committee, established to  work out 
the university’s policy on these schemes, 
decided, after pressure from  the Asso
ciation of University Teachers, to  put 
the m atter to a referendum  of all the 
academic staff. The a u t  offered to run 
the referendum  but the university 
authorities decided to get the registrar’s 
departm ent to  run it. In the event the 
staff voted two to  one in favour of the 
old scheme. A bout 40 per cent of those 
entitled to vote did so. Once the result 
was announced most staff considered 
tha t that was the end of the m atter. The 
university, having officially sponsored 
the referendum , must have done so with 
some purpose, presumably so that they 
could take staff opinion into account 
when recommending a decision to  the 
senate. Two weeks later the committee 
met and decided to recommend the un i
versity to adopt the new scheme. In the 
circular to staff explaining the decision 
they noted the result of the referendum, 
but stated tha t slight changes in the new 
scheme now made it the preferable one. 
It also noted that only 40 per cent of 
the staff voted in the referendum . And 
there was simply nothing that the non- 
professorial staff could effectively do to 
prevent the decision going through.

I believe that in any institution those 
who are affected by decisions should be 
able, to  some degree, to participate in 
their making, and tha t those who make 
decisions should be accountable for them. 
I also believe that it is quite possible to 
devise a system of university government 
where both these criteria can be satisfied 
w ithout necessarily, or a t all, being 
forced into a “one m an one vote” situa
tion. This is why I have attem pted to 
differentiate between “dem ocracy” and 
“accountability”, because the latter con
cept avoids so m any rather pointless but 
divisive and diversionary arguments of 
the former.

Two benefits would flow from such a 
system. One would be a feeling of p a r
ticipation in the community, and a get
ting away from  the present feeling of 
alienation which is all too prevalent in
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universities and colleges. M any of the 
“sit ins” of the past year have been con
cerned, in the end, not so m uch with 
the question of participation itself, but 
with accountability. The “sit in” a t Leeds 
over the issue of an independent inquiry 
into the activities o f the university 
Security Advisor, turned on the question 
of how far the university authorities and 
the Vice-Chancellor in particular, were 
to be responsible to the rest of the uni
versity com munity for their actions.

The second is that the quality o f decis
ions would actually increase. I m entioned 
above that, all other things being equal, 
the university system of government en 
couraged the centralisation of pow er in 
a few h an d s ; this was and is a direct 
result o f the non-accountability of the 
system: that they hold the inform ation 
and are not answerable for the decisions 
to the university community. A  partici
patory system would involve a greater 
openness of debate, a willingness, or 
rather obligation, to take account of 
what others thought, and consequently 
decisions being taken in less of an “ivory 
tow er” atm osphere than at present. It 
will always make you think twice if you 
know you are going to  have actually to 
explain your decisions. (It is a safe bet 
that the quality of financial decisions will 
increase now tha t the Com ptroller and 
A uditor-G eneral is examining the uni
versities’ books.) On this point the G ov
ernm ent would have saved itself many 
thousands of pounds if students had had 
some real say in the student accom m o
dation policies of the early 60s.

My criticisms of the present system, and 
of some of the illusory gains of students’ 
unions, do not lead me to  suggest that 
we should opt out of the present system 
altogether, or that we should w ork to 
wards some quite unattainable U topia. 
But w hat it does lead me to  make is a 
plea that those who are trying to  change 
the present system of university govern
ment should do so with their eyes open.



6. the political challenge
Peter Scott
Che stares at you from  the dustjacket 
of his book on the C uban revolutionary 
W ar in the window of the university 
book shop, placed there no doubt by 
some enterprising capitalist w ith a quick 
eye for a growing market. The red ban
ner proclaims the free university or some 
other slogan, an inconguous dash of 
colour in the grey concrete world of the 
new university. The students discuss end
lessly and turgidly theories of revolution, 
academic reform , alliance with the w ork
ers, examinations and authority, dem o
cracy and socialism with absolute seri
ousness. They plan their tactics as if 
they were hidden in some Andean 
“cam po” instead of a new purpose built 
seminar room.

These trivia of a student revolt are more 
im portant than they seem. F or it is a 
revolt in which attitudes and ideology 
and a vision of the future come before a 
program m e of reform  and the immediate 
demands of the students. You learn just 
as m uch about the causes and nature of 
this new radicalism am ong students by 
observing the red flags, and noting the 
interest in Cuban revolutionaries, and 
trying to  capture the atm osphere of re 
volt, as by analysing demands fo r repre
sentation and the reform  of exam ina
tions.

“Student power means the ability of the 
students’ bloc to inflict, if necessary, 
sanctions of sufficient economic, social 
and political magnitude to  force its opin
ions to  be heeded.” This definition of the 
aims of the new radical left am ong stu
dents is given by D avid Adelstein, a 
form er president of the students’ union 
at the l s e , in a pam phlet Teach yourself 
student power”, published earlier this 
year. If  it is an accurate description, stu
dent power is already a reality in some 
countries. In America the campaign of 
Senator Eugene M acCarthy for the 
dem ocratic nom ination and the Presid
ency owed a lot in its early stages to the 
enthusiasm of students. In Europe too 
students are im p o rta n t; they are listened 
to, especially when they dem onstrate in 
the streets, or occupy their universities. 
In France in May it was the widespread 
revulsion against the brutal way in which

the police broke up student dem onstra
tions tha t triggered off the general strike 
that almost destroyed the F ifth  Republic. 
The most stable regime tha t France had 
enjoyed since 1940, at least on the sur
face, was brought to the brink of the 
precipice by the protests o f these student 
radicals dedicated to the overthrow  of 
capitalism  and bourgeois society. In  the 
end bourgeois France survived, but the 
government is com mitted to  a policy of 
reform  of the universities.

In West G erm any the s d s  had not m an
aged to  extort concessions, but no one 
can ignore their existence after the de
m onstrations in West Berlin a t Easter. 
The only result m ay be tha t the Social 
D em ocrats will be weakened and tha t the 
right-wing parties, especially the n p d  will 
grow in strength. But it is still student 
power or a sort, even if its influence is 
almost entirely negative.

On the face of it w hat happens in Europe 
m ay seem irrelevant to  student unrest in 
Britain. I do not believe it is so. There 
is more than a trace of em ulation in 
w hat student radicals are saying and do
ing in this country. Perhaps student re 
volt here is a little synthetic, culled from  
newspapers and television. It is certainly 
doubtful whether students would have 
been so active and so confident in press
ing their cause if they did not have the 
example of France and G erm any con
stantly before their eyes.

Certainly Vice-Chancellors have been 
quick to appear conciliatory. The spectre 
of m ore serious violence has suddenly 
made some of them acutely aware of all 
those shortcomings in our universities 
tha t they never seemed to notice before. 
Backed by the th reat of the growth of 
student radicalism, the campaign of the 
n u s  for university reform s m et with im 
mediate success. Only two days after they 
launched their campaign, the Vice-Chan- 
cellors’ committee meeting at Newcastle 
agreed to m eet the n u s  and discuss their 
proposals. Student power had gained its 
first modest but significant victory. One 
summer of student dem onstrations in 
half a dozen universities has achieved 
more than many years of patient negoti
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ations at national and local level between 
university authorities and student repre
sentatives.

The reactions to  this new militancy 
among students has been very mixed. 
Some, like Sir Edward Boyle, have seen 
it as the revolt of an idealistic generation 
against the empty empiricism and prag
matism of their p a re n ts ; others, like 
Lord A lport, a form er Tory  Minister and 
a member of the court o f Essex U niver
sity, are less understanding and look on 
student revolt more in term s of a con
spiracy, the work of small highly disci
plined and politically motivated men. 
Others again, like some university Vice- 
Chancellors, are just conciliatory, even 
if they do not always realise exactly what 
the student want.

political frustration
But to look as student revolt purely w ith
in the context of universities and colleges 
is to distort its true nature. Student 
power is not about education ; it is about 
politics. It was born as much out of 
political as academic frustration. M any 
of today’s radicals might have been 
trudging the streets canvassing for 
H arold Wilson four years ago. The seeds 
of student radicalism have sprung up in 
the fertile ground of disillusionment with 
what they consider the opportunism  of 
the Labour Government. The intellectual 
development of m any radicals was very 
sim ila r; ardent supporters of the Labour 
club when they went to  university in 
October, 1964, they soon became dis
illusioned and probably led those who 
split off from  the Labour club and 
formed a left wing group of socialists 
that came more and more to disassociate 
itself from  the Labour Party. It was out 
of these left wing groups that the R ad i
cal Student Alliance grew.

These radicals do not hide their concern 
for politics, and would almost certainly 
reject a view of student revolt that diag
nosed it as a form  of student trade un ion
ism. In a pam phlet published by the 
Radical Student Alliance, Education or 
examination, Tom  Faw throp, a student

at Hull, writes: “N o serious attack upon 
our education system could be satisfac
tory without mentioning V ietnam ” . It is 
a very revealing rem ark. To most of us 
the two problems are quite separate. He 
also writes: “In order to  understand the 
present exam ination system one must 
com prehend its relationship to  the edu
cation system as a whole, and beyond 
that to  the to tal culture and society w ith
in which it functions” . In a sentence, 
student power is not only about acad
emic reform , but about social revolution 
as w’ell.

The ideology of student power is not 
original. It is much easier to  say what 
the radicals are against than w hat they 
are for. Their ideological position is still 
unform ed. Of course there are a few 
students who have read the early works 
of M arx and all the books of Marcuse, 
especially social science students, who 
seem to figure prominently am ong the 
leaders of revolt. But just as significant 
is the veneration of Che G uevara and the 
Cuban revolution, however irrelevant 
the experiences and lessons of Latin 
America m ay seem in the industrial 
countries of W estern Europe. To most 
of us the connection between the struggle 
of revolutionaries in Bolivia against the 
m ilitary regime of President Barrientos 
and the legtimate academic grievances 
of students in British universities is not 
at all clear. Perhaps there is an element 
of wishful thinking among the rad ic a ls ; 
how much simpler the conflict would be 
if D r. Christopherson, the Vice-Chancel- 
lor of D urham  University and Chairm an 
of the Vice-Chancellors’ committee, 
really were an academic Barrientos, and 
the M etropolitan Police a British c r s .

alienation
Perhaps the key word of any descrip
tion of radical students is alienation. 
Partly this is a genuine feeling that our 
present society is depressingly m aterial
istic and unjust, that conventionality and 
mediocrity and hypocrisy are hidden 
under the cloak of free speech and free
dom ; partly this is a pose. It is very 
doubtful how m any people in Britain
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today can wholeheartedly desire a revo
lution and the inevitable hum an suffering 
that this would invo lve; probably stu
dents, however addicted to  revolution as 
a theoretical concept, are not among 
them. Beneath the determinist language 
and the M arxist phrases the student re
volutionary is sometimes a rom antic at 
heart. It is not revolution with all its 
hardship that is their true g o a l; what 
they seek is the alienation of the revolu
tionary who has rejected society and its 
hypocrisy.

There are some people who believe that 
the only thing that is wrong with students 
today is that they appear too often in 
the newspapers and on television; the 
result is that the irresponsible activities 
of a small minority are m ade to  look 
like a genuine movement of protest. They 
agree with Lord A lport’s analysis of stu
dent power, that it is all the work of 
a few students, w ithout perhaps going 
quite as far and claiming tha t it is all 
a Com munist plot. This is perhaps the 
view tha t some Vice-Chancellors ta k e ; 
students are excited by all this talk of 
revolution, but for most of them it is 
only a cult that will die naturally. All 
the authorities have to do is to  keep 
their heads, be tolerant and let common 
sense prevail.

I believe that this view is mistaken. It 
is true that only a small m inority of 
students genuinely believe in the need 
for revolution and have read the early 
works of M arx. But they are the lead
ers. W hy? The reason is that m any more 
students feel alienated from  the world of 
their parents. In a speech at Enfield 
earlier in the summer Sir Edw ard Boyle 
rem arked how in the 1930s young people 
had supported causes that m any older 
people also supported with enthusiasm, 
like Spain or opposition to appeasement, 
but that now the causes of youth were 
only rarely supported by anyone else. It 
is a simplification, of course, but there 
is some tru th  in it. The typical rally to 
oppose American policy in V ietnam  is 
made up mostly of young people, while 
the Back Britain campaign has managed 
to excite even less enthusiasm among the 
young than their more cynical parents.

There is also a feeling tha t the middle 
ground in politics has been ploughed 
over so m uch tha t it can produce no 
new crops. There is a widespread dis
illusionment with consensus politics, and 
it is clear tha t the Labour Party has lost 
many of its most enthusiastic supporters 
among the young. The present climate of 
politics cannot be ignored in a discussion 
of student revolt. As they never tire of 
telling us, the radicals are asking not 
only why cannot our universities corre
spond more closely to the ideal academic 
community, but also how can the ideals 
of political democracy be reconciled with 
the power politics of Vietnam ?

Of course their academic grievances need 
to be considered. This is the form  of the 
immediate debate even if their ideal is 
a basic re-ordering of society. Only a 
m inority of students have ever involved 
themselves in politics, and the signs are 
that apathy with politics is growing as 
well as a drift tow ards extrem ism ; for 
every student driven by frustration with 
consensus politics to  take up the cause 
of revolution, there are probably five 
who simply lose their interest in politics 
altogether. Every revolt has its particular 
as well as its general causes.

the art colleges
Art colleges are a good example. The 
grievances of students, which are shared 
also by some members of staff, are sub
stantial and precise. The buildings in 
which they have to work are over
crowded and badly equipped com pared 
with universities, and they feel that the 
local authorities which control the col
leges and pay for their upkeep are often 
not sympathetic or even interested in the 
colleges. Certainly the readiness with 
which some local authorities turned to 
security guards and Alsatian dogs to 
coerce students who were occupying their 
colleges, does not seem to indicate a very 
close or harm onious relationship. No 
Vice-Chancellor would have dared to go 
that far in dealing with a student revolt.

Art students have detailed complaints 
about their syllabuses as well. They
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claim that the academic qualifications 
needed to  get into an art college— four 
(?* levels— are pointless, and tha t largely 
irre lev an t academic m aterial, such as art 
history, is included in courses to  make 
them academically respectable. Some 
also resent the distinction between the 
diplom a in art and design courses and 
vocational courses and believe that stu
dents should be allowed to move more 
easily from  the study of one form  of art, 
say graphic design to others like fine art.

These demands are opposed with good 
reasons. Entry  qualifications are neces
sary because it is reasonable to  expect 
even an artist to have a good general 
education ; the academic parts of courses 
are intended to  help those students who 
go on to  teach art, fo r the diplom a in 
a rt and design is recognised as a  degree 
equivalent precisely because it includes 
subjects like the history of art. The 
critics o f the students point out with 
some force tha t most art students end 
up in industrial design, not in the Royal 
Academy, and that the interests of the 
m ajority cannot be wholely sacrificed to 
the needs of a highly gifted minority.

But art students, especially those at 
H ornsey and G uildford, who occupied 
their colleges, have at least focussed a t
tention on their grievances and started 
a serious debate that, but for their sit 
ins and dem onstrations, might have been 
m uted and fruitless. The G overnm ent 
has now accepted the need for the re
form  of art education in Britain. Stu
dent power has gained a well deserved 
victory, where the debates and discus
sions of their teachers and the experts 
had achieved nothing.

the universities
In universities the case of the student 
protestors is less clear cut. This is partly 
because those in authority are on the 
whole liberal men, who are genuine be
lievers in the principle of free speech 
and are prepared to listen and consider 
most reasonable demands. The other rea
son is that the students themselves are 
less sure of what they want. Their de

mands vary from  university to  university 
and many dem onstrations so far have 
been triggered off by some particular 
action of the authorities th a t the students 
considered unreasonable or repressive. 
But students demands can be divided in
to two main groups: student representa
tion and academic reform . In  theory 
radical students m ay want m ore student 
representation and so power, but in p rac
tice they do not always w ant to  be tied 
to attending long and boring committee 
meetings. The revolutionary and the 
bureaucrat are only very rarely combined 
in the same person.

On academic reform s there is similar 
ambivalence. The exam ination system is 
the main object of the radicals’ attack ; 
but the alternative, some form  of con
tinuous assessment, is not welcomed by 
m any students, who argue, almost cer
tainly correctly, that this would involve 
a greater regim entation of their work 
and personal discipline. The tru th  seems 
to be that most students can see very 
clearly the inadequacies of the present 
system of examinations and they deplore 
the distortions it produces in the life of 
a university. M any young people come 
up to the university expecting to  find 
honest debate and a genuine search after 
tru th  ; instead they too often find what 
they consider authoritarian teaching that 
calls for little aenuine dialogue between 
students and teacher, and an exam ination 
rat race. W ho can blame them  fo r being 
disappointed? The way out is not easy 
to find, but this is no excuse. M ost stu
dents dimly feel that their teachers are 
often on their side over this. N o solu
tion afte r all can be found within the 
university, only palliatives. The fault is 
society’s ; it is society tha t demands that 
students must be graded like eggs ; it is 
society that thrives on com petition be
tween men and not on their co-operation. 
In this sense Tom  Faw throp is right 
when he says there can be no satisfactory 
discussion of education w ithout m ention
ing Vietnam. W hat students are  now de
manding are not piecemeal reform s and 
improvements in the structure of higher 
education, but its overthrow  and the 
overthrow  of the society that has made 
it necessary. They are not likely to  be
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appeased by palliatives, by m ore research 
grants, by better student unions and more 
say in how the university spends its allo
cation from  the u g c . Their objections 
are moral, not practical.

The question tha t m any people are 
anxiously asking is: can w hat happened 
in West Berlin at Easter and in Paris in 
May ever happen here? The only answer 
that can be given m ust be a  cautious one. 
Maybe, but probably not next summer 
or the summer after that. In G erm any 
the violence of the student revolt is 
partly a reaction against the violence of 
the country’s past and the failure of 
many older people honestly to  reject this 
nationist and m ilitary past. In France the 
state of higher education was bordering 
on a scandal from  the point o f view of 
students, and the lecture system with its 
lack of any real dialogue between stu
dent and teacher dom inated teaching, 
which had to take place often in over
crowded and inadequate buildings. None 
of this applies in Britain yet.

likely reforms
On the most practical level the position 
of students will never be quite the same 
after the events of this year. The U top 
ian dreams of student pow er’s rom antic 
revolutionaries with their visions of a 
great left wing alliance of workers and 
students sweeping aside the drab conven
tionality of bougeois society will p rob
ably never be realised. But the n u s  will 
no doubt see tha t some at least of their 
proposals for student representation will 
be accepted by the V ice-Chancellors; 
students will probably be given m ore say 
in the affairs o f their universities, the case 
against seems to have gone bv d e fa u lt; 
university teachers will be m ore cautions 
before ignoring their students to  find 
time for their research ; the exam ination 
system m ay even be reform ed, and more 
freedom  of choice allowed to  student to 
choose their syllabuses. None of these 
achievements should be sneered at. As 
well as all this, student power will exist, 
in the sense tha t students will always be 
listened to  now, even if w hat they say is 
sometimes rejected.

It would be a very bold m an who tried 
to sum up the importance of student re 
volt. There is always a tem ptation to 
regard it merely as the fashionable cult 
of the times, blown up by television and 
the press out of all proportion. On the 
other hand many men have appeared 
foolish later for failing to  discern the 
seeds of revolutions. One thing is plain, 
and it is that student power will not be 
forgotten quickly. They have upset the 
ideological equilibrium of the age. They 
are questioning far more seriously than 
ever before, the words of G albraith  “the 
conventional wisdom of society” . Their 
perhaps naive analysis of society’s p rob
lems m ay seem a little ridiculous to 
some, especially those who had the same 
dreams once. It is clear that a lo t of 
what they so fiercely desire is not com 
patible with the preservation of the com 
forts of civilisation. They are th reaten
ing us, not with armies, but with being 
w ro n g ; they are attacking not our cities 
and our wealth, but our easy assumption 
of m oral superiority. In  the end it m ay 
not be so ridiculous. W hen the most able 
and best educated of students openly re 
ject the established values and beliefs of 
society, when the m ajority do not com 
plain of this and give their tacit sup
port, at least the question has to  be 
asked : W hy?



7. change in the universities
Stephen Hatch
Students have a long and sometimes 
heroic record of political militancy. In 
Russia they provided a constant source 
of opposition during the later years of 
the Tsarist reg im e; in Budapest and 
W arsaw they played leading parts in the 
events of 1966; in France they were 
prom inent in the campaign against the 
Algerian war, and in the U nited States 
in the Civil Rights m ovem ent; in K orea 
they helped to  topple Synghman Ree. 
The list could be extended indefinately. 
Student protest is thus not a special or 
surprising phenom enon. Because they are 
relatively uninvolved in society and be
cause they tend to  see the world in terms 
of general principles and ideals students 
frequently adopt a radical position in 
politics.

W ithin a world wide context the current 
wave of protests among British students 
is not particularly rem arkable, as stu
dents in m any countries have a long his
tory of political involvement. However, 
in the light of British history it does seem 
to represent a new departure, for in the 
past British students have been m arked 
by a lack of militancy. Until recently 
student politics in Britain m eant debates 
in the Oxford U nion: it did not mean 
militant dem onstrations either inside or 
outside the universities, for British stu
dents, in so far as they did have any
thing to say, were content to  use the 
legitimate channels of communication, 
whether the Oxford Union or the n u s . 
This is not to say that they did not 
participate in radical movements, but 
there was no distinctive student political 
consciousness, no sense that students 
could or should act as a b o d y ; and vio
lence. when it occurred in universities, 
was of the “legitimate” kind associated 
with rags and bump suppers.

Consequently in seeking explanations for 
the current ferm ent among British stu
dents it may be instructive to  reverse 
the question and ask why student m ili
tancy has hitherto been absent in this 
country. W hat are the characteristics of 
British society and of our system of 
higher education tha t previously inhibited 
the growth of student political m ove
ments. and what are the changes that are

now making British students less unusual 
in this respect? Before attem pting to an 
swer this question attention should be 
direcced to one other rather special fea
ture of contem porary student unrest 
which British students share with those in 
other countries, notably the United 
States, France and G erm any. The de
m and for student power is not altogether 
a new o n e : it was given full expression 
in the medieval university of Bologna, 
while in the present century there have 
been im portant movements for student 
participation in university government in, 
for example, Argentina and Colombia. 
However in Europe and N orth  America 
student movements have in the past been 
concerned for the most part with national 
political issues. It is really only with the 
Free Speech M ovement at Berkeley that 
the structure, functions and government 
of universities have themselves been 
brought into question. Hence a second 
question that needs to be asked is why 
the sudden preoccupation with student 
power.

There is no single answer to  either of 
these questions. Com plem entary answers 
can be advanced at a num ber of different 
levels, and it is beyond the scope of this 
essay to  go into the whole range of pos
sible explanations that have been ad 
vanced by one person or another, from  
more permissive child-rearing practices 
to the growth of sociology or the con- 
sniracy theory advanced by The Times. 
However, it is worth distinguishing two 
sorts of contributory factors—those that 
arise from changes in the nature of un i
versities and those arising from  develop
ments in the wider society.

Among writers who have discussed the 
l a t t e r  t y p e  of explanation, some have 
e m D h a s i s e d  the influence of deep seated 
c h a n g e s  in society. There is now, it has 
b e e n  s a id  (C. Jencks and D. Riesman, 
The academic revolution, D oubleday, 
1968), a  greater gap and hence m ore con
flict between the generations. A some
what different interpretation suggests that 
the younger generation are not so much 
in conflict with the older generation as 
trying to implement the ideals which 
their elders profess but do not p rac tice:
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in support of this hypothesis it has been 
shown in America that radical students 
tend to come from  liberal, professional 
families and to  be among the academic
ally m ore successful. Alternatively one 
can stress the im portance of contem por
ary political developments. In Britain 
these certainly include the diffusion of 
ideas and techniques from  America. C on
spicuous in this context is the Berkeley 
Free Speech M ovement, which showed 
how effective the sit in could be, at any 
rate in a not illiberal university milieu. 
Also im portant in Britain, and with its 
parallel in other countries, is disillusion
ment with the L abour Party. U ntil 1966 
the Labour Party and earlier the c n d  did 
seem to many radical students to  provide 
the possibility of changing society. Their 
ineffectiveness has m ade the direct action 
approach derived via Berkeley from  the 
civil rights movement particularly attrac
tive.

university developments
But explanations of this kind are in 
essence only partial o n e s ; they do not 
readily show why it is students rather 
than say apprentices who are in a state 
of disaffection, or why the focus is on 
student power. A lthough political de
velopments may suggest why student 
unrest comes to  a peak in one year rather 
than another, and deep seated social 
changes may give rise to  conditions con
ducive to unrest, universities remain the 
arena within which conflict takes place 
and these extraneous forces find their 
expression. Any attem pt to  understand 
the conflict, or equally to  seek remedies 
for it. must attend to  w hat has been 
happening to  the universities.

In discussing recent developments in 
higher education one constantly recur
ring distinction is between pre-Robbins 
and post-Robbins, and it would be tem p
ting to suggest tha t the Robbins Report 
constitutes a crucial watershed, the pre
sent discontents having their origin in the 
changes arising from  the report. But this 
would be an over simple view, for the 
Robbins R eport was in many respects a 
conservative document. Though recom 

mending, and indeed leading to, a rapid 
increase of student numbers, the report 
envisaged few drastic changes in the 
form  of higher education. Thus it would 
be wrong to over estimate the importance 
of recent changes: num bers have risen 
and institutions are now generally much 
larger, but British universities retain their 
distinctive features— a uniquely generous 
staff-student ratio of 1 :8 , a high p ropor
tion of students in residence (35 per cent) 
with relatively few living at home (18 
per cent), readily available maintenance 
grants with in effect free tuition, and a 
very low rate of wastage (under 15 per 
cent). The proportion of working class 
students entering the universities (about 
a quarter) is high by European stan
dards, but has not altered since before 
the war. Thus British universities students 
suffer none of the appalling conditions 
o f their French counterparts, and the 
theory of the proletarianisation of the 
student body cannot readily be applied 
to them : rather they are still in a highly 
privileged position, which lends a para- 
dovical nature to their discontents. If de
teriorating m aterial conditions do stim u
late unrest, then for Britain the worst is 
probably still to come, since the pres
sures for changing the favoured situa
tion of the British university student to 
wards one where the resources devoted 
to higher education are m ore thinly 
spread over a larger num ber already 
exist and will grow stro n g er; but as 
yet, save for the recent reduction in the 
grant increase, they have not worked 
their way down to the student.

the collegiate system
Evidently if British universities have 
changed it is in rather m ore subtle ways 
To help understand these it m ay help to 
contrast two alternative models of the 
university. The first is the traditional 
collegiate system: though no longer, if 
ever, to be found at O xford and C am 
bridge in the ideal form  described here, 
this still represents a distinctive and in 
fluential idea of a university. One of its 
special features is the division of the 
university into a num ber of smaller 
units, the colleges, which involves a
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m arked decentalisation of decision m ak
ing. The college is responsible for adm it
ting students, teaching them, acommo- 
dating them, and in large m easure for 
their welfare and discipline. The tutorial 
system of teaching ensures a consider
able am ount of personal contact between 
senior and junior m em bers: w hat is 
more, those who teach, select, discipline 
and adm inister the student are very 
largely drawn from  one small and co
hesive group— the fellows of the college.

Recruitm ent of students is characteris
tically based on lengthy interviews and 
personal recom endations from  headm as
ters whom the college aims to  know well. 
Thus fundam ental to  the collegiate sys
tem is a network of personal relation
ships and close knowledge of individuals, 
which enable the college to  respond to 
the needs of individuals and to reconcile 
the individual to the college. In the last 
resort the deviant is expelled, bu t before 
this happens he will probably have had 
a num ber of tete-a-tete interviews with 
the appropriate officers of the college, 
during which he is likely to  find it diffi
cult to  maintain an intransigent stance. 
M oreover, members of the college are 
bound toaether bv a corporate loyalty, 
which snrines naturally from  the small 
size and wide scope of the institution, 
and is strengthened by symbolic expres
sion in tradition and ceremony.

A nother characteristic of the traditional 
collegiate system is its relationship to  the 
world of employment. The Oxbridge col
leges are self consciously elite institu
tions. whose role has been to  socialise 
students for the perform ance of elite 
roles in societv— vide the young gentle
m an attended by college servants and the 
non-deferential articulateness fostered by 
totorials. Hence there has not been a 
sense of discontinuity between, on the one 
hand, college life and the m ore formal 
aspects of the education provided, and 
on the other hand entry into the more 
prestigious professions or adm inistrative 
posts in government or industry. The 
aentlemanly role has been appropriate 
to both. The short essay type exam ina
tion system too has developed qualities 
appropriate to such occupations, and if

exams did ever seem to produce an un 
fair verdict, the student could always fall 
back upon the testim ony of his tutors, 
who because of their close knowledge of 
the student, could m ake a full and con
vincing assessment of him.

the m odern university
Contrast all this with the alternative 
model of the m odern university. D epart
m ents teach and generally adm it the stu
dent to  the university. Teaching is mostly 
by lecture and seminar, and the teach
ing system does little to  prom ote close 
relationships between staff and students, 
except perhaps in the case o f the more 
articulate students. M oreover the other 
aspects o f the student’s life which involve 
contact with the university authorities— 
discipline, welfare, accom m odation, etc. 
— generally bring him into contact with 
a quite different set of people from  those 
who teach him. The two groups of staff 
m ay not even know each other: indeed 
the form er are likely to  have a lower 
position in the university hierarchy than 
the latter. Outsire the teaching situation 
m uch of his contact with the university 
will be through administrative function
aries, who are likely to deal with him in 
a  routinised, bureaucratic way. In sum, 
the student is now m ore of a customer 
than a member of a community.

The m odern university has in recent 
years made every effort to  avoid being 
a 9 to  5 institution. Thus few students 
are integrated into the local community 
in the way they were when, as in the 
past they lived at hom e: though in Scot
land where they still live at hom e there 
has been very little unrest. A ttendance 
at the m odern university involves the 
student very fully in the role o f student: 
unlike most people who are involved at 
m any points with society, through poli
tics, sport, religion and a varity o f other 
interests, the student’s associations are 
almost entirely with other students—his 
role is a total o n e ; yet at the same time 
he is only weakly integrated into the 
university itself.

And, except in the case of the techno
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logical universities, which have been 
little m arked by student unrest, the uni
versity does not point very clearly to 
wards the world of employment. The one 
thing into which it does socialise its stu
dents is the groves of academ e: but this 
option is possible only for the academic
ally more successful. The prime allegi
ance of the staff tends to be towards 
their discipline rather than the institution, 
for it is to proficiency in this (gained by 
research and writing) that they owe their 
livelihood and their status in society.

burden of teaching
Likewise in orienting themselves towards 
the university and the wider society the 
point of reference of staff is tending 
more and more to be the fellow practi
tioners o f their discipline. All this has 
im portant consequences for what is 
offered to students in the way of instruc
tion. In so far as students are not re 
garded simply as a nuisance (vide the 
common phrase “burden of teaching”), 
the academic will w ant to  initiate his 
students into his discipline. In conse
quence the content of the courses he pro
vides will be determined by his idea of 
what is needed to gain m astery of the 
discipline. This in turn  will be determined 
sui generis according to  a self-sustaining 
internal logic, by the practitioners of the 
discipline. There is very little room  in 
this scheme of things fo r responding to 
wider criteria derived from  some con
cept of the needs of the student or the 
needs of society. Indeed the applied sub
jects which are m ore sensitive to  such 
criteria are generally accorded a low 
status. These tendencies sharpen the dis
continuity between the university and the 
world of employment. Only for future 
academics is this discontinuity absent, 
which is one reason why graduate study, 
the gateway to  the groves of academe, 
is becoming so popular.

The one currency that work and the 
m odern university have in com mon is the 
degree. But without the supplement of 
the kind of personal recommendation 
available in the collegiate system, de
grees provide only a somewhat arbitrary

and unreliable assessment o f the individ
ual against essentially academic criteria. 
American evidence suggests tha t there 
is remarkably, little correlation between 
university assessments and success in 
subsequent occupations, even when the 
university course has a vocational com 
ponent (D. P. H oyt, “The relationship 
between college grades and adult achieve
m en t; a review of the literature, a c e  
research report N o. 1 Ilowa City. A m eri
can college testing programme, 1965). 
W hat British evidence there is supports 
the same conclusion. Hence the m odern 
student is likely to  be engaged in studies 
which have rather little direct relevance 
to  w hat he is likely to  do after leaving 
university. Little involved in the univer
sity as an entity or, through anticipatory 
socialisation in the wider society, he finds 
himself in a sort o f limbo, detached from  
and critical of both.

But what, is mav be objected, has all 
this to  do with student unrest? There is 
nothing new about departm entally or
ganised universities, and in any case there 
have been student protests at Oxford 
and Cambridge. H ow  therefore can re
cent happenings be explained in terms 
o f a distinction between the traditional 
collegiate and the modern university? 
En passant it is worth noting that the 
protests at Oxford and Cambridge fo l
lowed from  protests at other British uni
versities rather than vice versa ; they in
volved a relatively very small minority 
and tended anyway to  take a traditional 
political form  (of Suez for example): 
the one significant m anifestation of the 
dem and for student power was not 
against the college authorities, but against 
the proctors at Oxford, and the issue at 
stake was an anachronistic relugation no 
one was prepared to  defend. But to an
swer the question properly a num ber of 
additional factors need to be brought in 
to the equation. These concern the tra n 
sition from  an elite to  a dem ocratic form 
of higher education that affects Oxford 
and Cambridge as much as the newer 
universities.

One of these is the growing importance 
of the university as the avenue through 
which the student must pass in order to
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enter the more desirable occupations. 
A lthough the universities haxe expanded 
rapidly the competition to  enter them has 
become even m ore in tense: a lower p ro 
portion of those with two A levels now 
enter university than ten years ago. 
Schools and parents are well aware of 
these general tendencies: hence the num 
ber of university entrants is one of the 
main criteria for judging a school’s suc
cess. Throughout his secondary educa
tion the student will have been under 
considerable pressure to  achieve univer
sity entrance, so that the university will 
have become to many a promised land, 
the repository of golden, if quite con
fused, expectations. On arrival m any will 
find that these expectations are disap
pointed, and during their sojourn at un i
versity are likely to discover tha t the 
academic ladder up v/hich they have so 
diligently plodded is leading them on to 
a lonely eminence from  which there is 
no congenial way forward. Tn these ways 
the educational system is increasingly 
raising expectations without offering 
ready means of satisfying them. This is 
the classic recipe for revolution.

academic professionaiisation
A tendency of no less significance con
cerns the orientation of the staff towards 
the university. The increasing emphasis 
on professionaiisation has already been 
touched on in characterising the m odern 
university: it is something that has
affected many occupations. Among un i
versity teachers it is com pounded by 
strong American influences and the in 
creasing size and competitiveness of de
partm ents : publications, fo r example, be
come steadily more im portant. Hence the 
academic is nowadays more likely to be 
a “cosm opolitan” rather than a “local” . 
The local is a man deeply com mitted to 
his institution: the cosmopolitan has a 
more diverse and fragm ented role, 
oriented first to his discipline, and in 
volved less in his institution than in 
writing for the press, attending confer
ences, appearing on television, working 
for the government, advising industry 
and so on. For such a person the un i
versity tends to be little more than a

convenient base from  which to  carry on 
a variety of professional activities. The 
growth of this fram e of reference has 
two significant consequences. The stu
dent is given rather a  low rating, while 
cohesion and consensus am ong the staff 
are weakened. Hence it has contributed 
to the erosion of the traditional pattern 
of authority in the university.

In the past the typical departm ent was 
small and had a single professor. W hether 
through affection, deference o r fear the 
professor was in a position to exercise a 
fairly powerful control over the staff of 
his departm ent, and the professors in a 
somewhat oligarchical m anner ran  the 
university. Nowadays m any departm ents 
have several professors and are likely to  
have factional groupings within them. 
And although non-professorial staff are 
rather better represented in the decision 
m aking processes, these have become re 
mote from  the youngest staff, while the 
hold of the professors over young staff 
has weakened. There is a growing body 
of researchers not integrated at all with 
the academic structure. Hence the junior 
staff have been ready in m any cases to 
side with the students, and in some p ro
tests their m oral and intellectual sup
port has been influential.

Loss of cohesion among staff is only one 
expression of a more profound alteration 
in the nature of the university. Twenty 
vears ago Sir W alter Moberly, the then 
chairm an of the u g c , w rote about how 
“the university should have a recognis
able and conscious orientation. This 
should take the form  of a com mon m oral 
outlook or W letanschauung, which sees 
the challenge of our time in personalist 
rather than technical terms, which, 
though not specifically Christian, is chris
tianised . . .” (Crisis in the university, 
s c m  Press. 1948). A transm ogrified echo 
of this claim is today heard from  some 
of the radical students, fo r exam ple: 
“The ‘Free U niversity’ . . . should be . . . 
committed to  a set of values, those values 
which espouse the cause of hum an liber
ation from  all form s of tyranny—politi
cal, economic and social values which 
serve to maximise the collective self de
term ination of our lives, by the abolition
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of all form s of class society” (T. Faw- 
throp, Education o f examination. Radical 
Students’ Alliance, 1968). But nowadays 
such assertions that the university should 
occupy a definite m oral position tend to 
be heard only off stage. In fact the m em 
bers of the university, whether staff or 
students, are not united in the pursuit of 
certain m oral goals, and are held to 
gether by limited agreements on ends 
rather than means.

In the past it was widely accepted that 
the student should be initiated into a 
specific m oral and cultural order, and 
this goal provided a legitimate basis for 
the conduct of the university’s affairs. 
This is no longer possible for today’s 
students are more diverse both in their 
backgrounds and in their post university 
destinations, while the activities of the 
staff and the functions of the university 
have become m ore varied and frag
mented. Though universities in Britain 
have not yet reached the condition of 
Clark K err’s “m ulti-university” , the trend 
is clearly in tha t direction. Hence the 
student finds himself in a m uch m ore 
open institution, where he is left to work 
out his own preoccupations and interests 
in the com pany of his peers. This is in 
accord with the greater freedom and in 
dependence demanded by the younger 
generation, but it leaves unanswered 
questions about solidarity and cohesion 
that are of fundam ental im portance, not 
onlv to universities but to  all plural 
societies which em brace a m ultitude of 
individuals with different and perhaps 
conflicting values and interests. W hat 
sorts of justification can be given for the 
organisation and functioning of the uni
versity? This question is raised in an 
acute form  by the student unrest, and 
until a measure of consensus can be 
achieved about the right answers, the 
university will remain a centre of conflict. 
So far the protests have not done more 
than raise this question and score one or 
two limited v ic tories; thev have settled 
very little— generally speaking the issues 
at stake are now being considered by com 
mittees— and during the coming year 
new confrontations are bound to  take 
place. Both radical students and univer
sity authorities have been defining their

positions and preparing for future con
flict. Hence m ore dem onstrations and 
protests can be expected before a new 
equilibrium is reached.

a new  equilibrium ?
Can one say what such a new equilib
rium  will be like? The present situation 
is rich in latent possibilities. A t one ex
treme the universities could be over
whelmed by a right wing “know nothing" 
backlash. The Conservative Party now 
contains politicians only too ready and 
capable of making demogogic capital 
out of the most sordid sentiments, D e
mands for withdrawing the grants of 
protesting students have already been 
heard, and these could be extended into 
a wider assault on academic freedom  and 
intellectual values. Such a possibility 
should not be dismissed too lightly if a 
Conservative government comes to 
power. A t the opposite extreme it is con
ceivable tha t the universities might sub
side into a  formless disorder, palpitating 
continuously with incoherent histrionics, 
deciding nothing and achieving nothing. 
M ore probably and m ore hopefully the 
present discontents will lead to  changes 
in the universities that will enhance their 
role in society.

In analysing the changes dem anded by 
students it would be a mistake to be
come bemused by the simplistic appeal 
of the slogan “student power” , for the 
unrest embodies certain quite specific 
criticisms of university practices. U niver
sities are rem arkably conservative institu
tions: unlike most large organisations
they carry out very little evaluation of 
their own procedures, partly because it 
would be too difficult to agree on the 
criteria to be adopted. In the past there 
were few endogenous pressures for 
change: internally universities operated 
on the principle of laissez faire. In p ar
ticular this has m eant that the depart
ments go their own way, as no one else 
in the university is accepted as com pet
ent to criticism them in their own field. 
Teaching methods, curricula and exam 
inations have all too easily been taken 
for granted, and often seem to have a
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large non-rational, ritual com ponent. In 
future they will have to  be justified to 
students, and this could have some most 
salutary consequences.

If these developments lead to  the de
velopment of rationale o f university 
courses and methods of assessing them 
more clearly related to  the needs of the 
individual and of society, the universi
ties will have gone some of the way to 
wards establishing a new legitimacy for 
themselves.

The other direction in which a new legiti
m acy m ust be sought concerns the 
m ethod of making decisions. In  the past 
the university teacher’s authority was of 
a paternal k in d : though cemented in 
collegiate institutions by close personal 
relationships, its justification lay in m or
ality and tradition ra ther than in the 
consent of those taught, or in any con
cept by the taught of their own interests. 
This paternal type of authority  cannot 
be sustained in the m odern university, 
and m uch of the present troubles owe 
their origin to the fact tha t the universi
ties are in a stage of transition from  one 
type of authority to an o th e r; to  use a 
17th century analogy, from  “divine 
right” to  “contract” . TTie new type of 
authority will have to  involve students 
in the making of decisions and in bearing 
some of the responsibility for them.

Neither the reform  of course methods 
and content n o r the involvement of stu
dents in decision m aking can be brought 
about in a day, for there is a consider
able gap between enunciation of the 
principle and evolution of workable 
practice. M ethods of evaluation, fo r in 
stance, probably involve num erous tech
nical issues. But both changes should 
be welcomed as m ore than simply solu
tions to university p rob lem s; the form er 
because it could restore and revive the 
educational functions of the university, 
and the latter because it presents, in a 
context as favourable as any fo r finding 
solutions, the central m odern problem 
of participation and  involvement in an 
impersonal, bureaucratic society.

universities should develop a new legitim
acy for themselves by paying m ore a tten 
tion to the needs of the individual and 
of society be taken just as a dem and for 
limited vocational courses, or as an 
assertion that there is nothing wrong 
with society, only with the universities, 
i.e. as a denial of the university’s role as 
a critic of society. To say th a t a univer
sity education should be relevant to 
society is quite different from  saying it 
should be uncritical. The point is tha t in 
lending excessive emphasis to  narrowly 
academic goals the universities have been 
neglecting their educational functions: 
in so doing they have been failing to 
point towards a radical and creative role 
for the intelligentsia. The proper job of 
the universities is not to unfit their stu
dents for life in society, but to  teach 
them how to change society.

Finally, let not the suggestion tha t the



8. reason and
reaction in student politics
Trevor Fisk
“I scarcely had one single care in the 
world. I  had no doubt about harmonious 
answers which could and would be given 
to every question. But suddenly this felt 
necessity of answering these questions for 
myself. So I shall go on where I  started 
from —sudden complexity, self gener
ated.”

These are the words in which the young 
Russian communist, Yevgeny Y evtu
shenko, describes his growing doubts at 
the ideas taught him in his youth a t 
“Zima Junction” . They illustrate a com 
mon them e in the so called “student re
volt” throughout the world, in both com 
munist and western society the traditional 
role of education, both at school and 
college level, has been to  produce stu
dents, in the words of Sir Eric A shby: 
“ready to take responsibility for preserv
ing a set of values which he felt no need 
to ques tion ; obedient to  principles, con
stitutions, traditions.”

But individual aspirations, awakened by 
improving mass school education and 
manpower requirem ents in technological 
society has fused to produce a new type 
of student— one, again in Ashby’s words: 
“educated for insecurity, who can inno
vate, improvise, solve problems with no 
precedent. He must have expert know
ledge . . . also the confidence which 
comes from  community living” .

The m odem  student, whether engaged in 
“general academ ic” subjects or more 
directly vocational training, realises that 
he is not preparing for later life in a 
community where the demands of his 
job, the values of his immediate society 
or, selfishly, his own status are certain 
and constant. He not only has a duty to 
absorb the current state of knowledge 
and expertise in his field. In his educa
tion “ for insecurity” he m ust reason why. 
Otherwise he, and the com m unity of 
which he will be a member, are doomed 
to be an intellectual light brigade charg
ing to self destruction.

In our all embracing questioning of our 
academic courses, the way our colleges 
are run, or of wider social and political 
issues, we are not then being inherently

anti-social. Because society now requires 
this questioning we are in fact serving its 
best interests.

But equally “this felt necessity of answer
ing these questions for myself” contains 
dangers. It is all too easy when faced 
with insecurity to  seek refuge in simplis
tic “new answers” or in totalistic theories 
which dissolve insecurity in doctrinal 
faith. It is too easy for students to  jump 
to ideas which, however different from  
the status quo, are not necessarily any 
b e tte r ; and then to  defend these new 
assumptions against further challenge. 
Trevelyan may have been right tha t “in- 
telectual curiosity is the lifeblood of 
civilisation”, but student arrogance could 
be its leukemia. Different solutions are 
not per se better ones. Substitution is not 
progress. “Changes fill the cup of a ltera
tion with divers liquors” but not all are 
health giving and some m ay actually be 
poisonous.

romantic radicals and 
reactionary revolutionaries
F or this reason it is essential to distin
guish correctly between reason and re
action in student politics. The ideas put 
forw ard by bodies like the Radical S tu
dent Alliance and the Revolutionary 
Socialist Student Federation are in fact 
reactionary. They attract instant glam 
our because they sound different, appear 
“rom antic”, resolve all dou!bt in the easy 
acceptance of a simple “faith” , which 
once accepted renders complex educa
tional and social questions capable of 
simple, dogmatic answers. Hence the 
ability of Tom  Faw throp, in the r s a  
Examinations or education, after an 
analysis which contains some valid 
points, to dismiss the whole question in 
the words: “ It may seem a long way 
from  the examination hall to  the paddy 
fields of V ietnam ” , but both are in fact 
simply symptoms of “western m onopoly 
capitalism” .

Because the real problems confronting 
students and society are m ore complex, 
the real answers are similarly far more 
difficult to find than the romantics would 
assume. If, in outlining some of those
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problems and showing the patent absurd
ity of the r s a / r s s f  “solutions” this 
article appears largely negative, it is be
cause ultim ate answers cannot either be 
presented in so short a space of indeed 
em anate from  one person. They must 
come rather from  a total analysis within 
the student movement and our genera
tion at large, must result from  pains
taking and exhaustive exam ination not 
only of the status quo  inherited from 
previous generations, but of every appar
ently simple alternative we discover for 
ourselves. Before we destroy or confront 
anything we must be certain we have 
something better with which to  replace 
it.

The change in the essential purpose of 
British higher education over recent de
cades described in Sir Eric A shby’s l s e  
oration quoted earlier, has not been 
m atched by a corespondingly rapid 
change in the basic assumptions under
lying either m odern college courses or 
college adm inistrative structure. There is 
a growing strain between actual social 
needs and the principles implicit in our 
educational system. The occasions when 
such disturbances are politically inspired 
apart, it is not surprising that this strain 
snaps at times into open dispute between 
student and teacher, student and teacher 
together against the college “system” or 
academic authorities against the state. 
The Hornsey College of A rt affair and 
public demand for greater “accountabil
ity” by universities are both exemplary 
of a gradual change in the basic nature 
of education and its pattern of govern
ment.

ten point plan
In the N ational Union of Students “ten 
point p lan” of 13 June, top priority was 
given to finding new techniques of com 
m unity based on the actual contem por
ary college situation, with its large num 
bers, budgetary complications and ex
tended government structure. The discus
sions held over the summer of 1968 be
tween the n u s  and the committee of Vice- 
Chancellors and Principals, now being 
paralleled within individual institutions,

have shown just how complex is the 
business of finding new definitions of 
“com m unity” within the fram ework of 
the m odern college, to  replace the dying 
concept prevalent in the form er “small 
scale” institutions.

Those who style themselves “radical” and 
“revolutionary” once again resolve these 
complexities into their simplistic dogma. 
Since “college governm ent” is part of 
the bureaucratic opposition it must be 
confronted. Progress can only come via 
a power struggle in which students 
emerge as the final victors in “control” 
of their colleges. In essence this view is 
truly reactionary in its belief tha t the 
age of “big” educational structures can 
only be “hum anised” by a return to the 
semi-anarchistic inform ality of old. 
R ather than restoring the hum ane spirit 
of com munity within mass universities by 
testing new ideas, they wish to hark back 
to a lost, rom antic notion of community. 
Their aim is not reform  forwards but 
revolution backwards.

Just as there is strain between the reality 
of modern college life and the traditions 
of regulating it, so there is tension be
tween the tasks dem anded of higher edu
cation and its own traditional theories of 
'earning.

The university tradition evolved in a 
feudal society from  which it was set 
apart, autonom ous, to  advance know
ledge independent of considerations of 
utility, and to instil in those training for 
the “old professions” established values 
and skills. Two ideas have survived from 
these origins to become embedded in 
modern academic thought— the assum p
tion of the right to determine social 
values for society and the right to  do so 
with no interference from  society.

Hence the difficulties of the m odern 
academic, working within this heritage, 
to reconcile himself to  public interfer
ence in the university, to ensure that 
higher education serves society more 
directly rather than as its intellectual 
judge and jury.

This concept was reinforced, as recog
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nised by J. C. Dancy in his brilliant 1965 
address to the British Association, by the 
effects in educational thinking of the 
“rom antic reaction” to  the “industrial 
revolution” . It rejected any attem pt to 
gear study to social and career needs, 
seeing all practical knowledge as anti 
intellectual, transient and debasing. At 
school level it sired the public school 
tradition, carried over into the gram m ar 
schools, of platonic m ental and physical 
excellence. In higher education is p ro 
duced the nonsense snobbery of arts 
versus science, pure science versus a p 
plied science, technological over techni
cal skill.

The absurdity inherent in this theory was 
exposed by Bernard Shaw’s ’Enry 
S traker: “Very nice sort of place, Ox
ford, for people that like tha t sort of 
place. They teach you to  be gentlemen 
there. In the polytechnic they teach you 
to be an engineer” . Seventy years later 
we still confuse which is really man, 
which is superman.

As students most of us judge our courses 
on two criteria: value to our later car
eers and opportunity for self develop
ment. The inherent theory of university 
education totally denies the first criter
ion, and where partially conceded asserts 
that “career value” is a m atter for acad
emic not social judgment. It accepts the 
second criterion but judges “develop
m ent” opportunity from  a “ subject 
centred” rather than “ student centred” 
viewpoint.

It should not be beyond our wits to seek 
new patterns of course beyond this arti
ficial conflict between academic and 
vocational values. Similarly it ought to 
be possible to work out new relationships 
between “university” and “state” which 
neither gives the latter over centralised 
authority nor the form er the pompous 
assumption of determining “academic
ally” w hat society wants.

Here again the views of “radicals” and 
“revolutionaries” are depressingly con
formist. R ather than facing up to the 
search for advances beyond these imme
diate conflicts they assert the need to  opt

for one side or the other. They are for 
the old idea of anarchistic college com 
munity against the status quo, for, curi
ously academic against career values, for 
the “free university” against society. 
R ather than standing out for progress to 
new ideas, they embody the ultim ate a b 
surdities of the education theory inher
ent in our public gram m ar schools and 
higher education. If  a harsh judgment, 
this is a justifiable one.

The rom antic reaction referred to  above 
produced the idea of “liberal” , “intellec
tual”, “non-technical” education, of a 
“new class” of intellectuals superior to  its 
“practical” proletariat. It also, and this 
is directly relevant, fathered two great 
political movements—the “right wing” 
statism and “left wing” anarco-syndical- 
ism” . Both wings were U topian in their 
search for progress outside rather than 
within technological advance. Both were 
“rom antic” in their development of race, 
nation or class myths. Both were “reac
tionary” in their faith  in the creation of 
“pure” community in which the chosen 
class, race or nation would dominate.

dangerous dogma
The r s a  and r s s f  are in this tradition. 
They are U topian in the sense of one re 
cent press description of their stimulus: 
“One of the basic motivations of the 
adherents of student power is hostility 
towards contem porary technological soci
ety” . N ot to the evils of tha t society, a 
reform ist position, but to  tha t society as 
such. They are rom antic in their identifi
cation of themselves as the new student 
class, a view easily, though somewhat 
mistakenly, confirmed by reading H er
bert Marcuse. Students are a special poli
tical class because they are “the only 
adults not absorbed into the productive 
sphere” . They alone can form  “that en- 
ligtened elite” which can define “tru th  
and falsehood” and decide for society 
“who is to be tolerated”. They have the 
same right then to dictate to  society as 
H itler’s m aster race and M arx’s vanguard 
of the proletariat. The acceptance by any 
student of such totalistic dogma would 
be pathetic if it were not also dangerous.
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They are “reactionary” in their demand 
to restore “liberal education” , university 
freedom ”, and, in Dick A tkinson’s ( l s e ) 
words “the restoration of control to  vis
ible groups” .

These attitudes naturally spill over from  
the field of educational reform  to  wider 
social questions. The problem s of break
down in campus “com m unity” is only a 
microcosm of greater problem s in society 
at large. Every advanced society, w hat
ever its political structure, tends as a 
factor of growth to  bureaucratic and im- 
personalise functions, whether in politics, 
public adm inistration, industry or com 
munications. There is an obvious need, 
obvious despite the column inches de
voted to proving it, to  find techniques of 
“humanising” technological development. 
Shortly before his death, R obert K en
nedy w rote: “Every generation has its 
central concern. Today’s young people 
have chosen for theirs the dignity of the 
individual hum an being. They dem and a 
political system which restores a sense of 
com munity among m ankind.”

If that is our central concern, it is a 
somewhat self centred one, seeing that 
outside our few technologically devel
oped countries the old problems of race, 
poverty, disease are still “central” . But, 
accepting the pre-occupation, we must, 
as on college problems, be intellectually 
honest in defining our aims and means. 
If we are to  face the task of defining 
the boundaries of public investigation, 
manipulation and control of the indivual, 
to find new techniques of individual p ar
ticipation in community, we cannot 
afford to  enter the race shackled with 
any attitudes tha t are utopian or ro 
mantic.

The political reliance of the r s a  and 
r s s f  on a curious blend of marxism and 
anorcho-syndicalism, which M arx spent 
most of his time attacking, not support
ing, is irrelevant to  this next step fo r
ward. The social ills central to our con
cern are as much the product of m arx
ism as of conservatism.

We must possibly take a fresh look at 
control o f the mass media, of w ork place

ment, of social attitudes to  non-work in 
an age where technology will produce 
leisure, of individual participation in 
politics and industry, of local community 
facilities, o f town planning, of legal re
dress against bureaucacy, o f bringing the 
hum ane personal consideration into im 
personally benevolent state welfare, of 
placing national problem s in global con
text.

Em m ett John Hughes’ America the vin
cible is no less prophetic for his own 
involvement in the eminently short 
sighted 1962-60 Eisenhower adm inistra
tion. In it he apologises to  his son as if 
writing in 1976: “T hat earlier peril—the 
economic peril, the relatively simple crisis 
of w ant—we did discern and meet in 
time. The later peril—the political peril, 
the m ore ambiguous crisis of hope— 
proved too elusive. We did not know in 
tru th  where to  proceed nor how to rally.”

There is one sure way we will not rally 
and advance. T hat is if we intellectually 
polarise all issues into inevitable op tions: 
technological or hum an advance, the in
dividualistic anarchy of the r s s f  or 
monolithic centralism. We must learn to 
m arry opposites not divorce them. The 
simplistic confrontation of college au th 
orities, social encroachm ent on academic 
freedom, economic need on study free
dom, technological advance, bureaucratic 
adm inistration ; each is like throwing th°. 
bath w ater out to  save the baby before 
you’ve either seen how deep it is or 
whether the baby can swim. Political 
Luddism is the last resort o f those who 
dislike systems because they cannot work 
them.

Equally this task of advance through 
conflicting ideas to  new ones cannot be 
achieved in practical term s by the poli
tics of confrontation, advanced by r s a  
and r s s f , be it peaceful or violent. Their 
“theory of confrontation” is a policy of 
w ar not treaty. We cannot rally in con
frontation. Those who prefer to  keep the 
best in both sides, whilst moving to  new 
positions, m ust be reform ers, not revo
lutionaries.

N or can we rally in unreason. Tragically



it is too easy to  despair of reason, of 
discussion, of negotiation, of m arrying 
diverse ideas. But whether the apostles 
of unreason take the form  of Enoch 
Powell, o f G overnor W allace, of D r 
Vorster, of the Russian invasion of 
Czechoslovakia, or m ore domestically of 
rioting in G rosvenor Square or campus 
“confrontation” , they are all essentially 
denying any real chance of rallying or 
finding where to  proceed. Once we lose 
faith in rational argum ent and negotia
tion we are on the long road  back to 
the jungle where our ancestors resolved 
all dispute by clubbing one another to 
death. Student politics m ust decide 
whether it is for reason or unreason, p ro 
gress or decay. Above all, it needs the 
intellectual integrity to  recognise which 
is which, to  accept not deny the com 
plexity of the issues involved.

If we too are m otivated by Yevtushenko’s 
“Sudden complexity self generated” per
haps we should have the honesty to think 
all problem s through and follow the 
example he sets later in the same p o em : 
“Uncle Volodya pushed his glass away. 
‘Nowadays,” he said, ‘we all behave as if 
we were a sort of philosopher. I t’s the 
times we live in. People are thinking. 
Where, w hat and how—the answers don’t 
come running. Y ou live in M oscow ; 
things are clearer there ; tell me all about 
it, explain it to  m e’. A nd I think that I 
was right, my uncle all attention, as if 
the tru th  and I were personal friends, to 
answer peacefully: ‘I ’ll tell you la ter’.” 
Student radicals are just as m uch the 
product of the old ideas lingering in the 
contem porary world as are those they 
seek to oppose.

T he student who really believes in re 
form  must be prepared to  look beyond 
the cliches of either group. W e must sup
port reason and negotiation. We must 
face the job of examining all educational 
and social ills w ithout adopting elitist 
doctrinal and arrogant creeds tha t blind 
us to the real answers.
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